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Biblical Plays Presented at Sorosis I • 
Well Received by Capacity Audience · 
"THE RECTOR" AND " TH E H OUR 
QI.ASS" GIVEN UNDER AUS• 
P ICES OF P RE BY TERIAN E"N-
D IEAVOR OCIETI E S ARE SUC• 
CESS. 
Last evening at the Sorosls Club 
two one-act Biblical plays were pre-
sented under the auspices of th'1 
Christian Endeavor societies of the 
First Presbyter~n Ch'urch and the 
Park Lake Presbyter ian Church. Tne 
plays were received with enthusiasm 
by a capacity audience. 
"The Hour Ola s," by W. F. Yeats, 
Is typical of the earlier church plays 
-having a moral. It dep.tcted some-
thing of the fears QI a c.11sbelie, •r con-
fronted with the prospect of cleu th. J n 
the portrayal of the cl1'aracters ... Il~s 
Charlotte Wett tein, u the ,vise Man 
-th dish 1lever-gave a ste .. •Jing in-
terpretation of this difficult part. T 1 
remainder .of th cast also cnntrib-
ute<1 fine work in their parts, wW1 
Ml81 Charlotte St lnhaus giving an 
exceptionally delightful piece of w ork 
In her part as "The Fool." 
Tlfe other play waR "The ~,ector. ·• 
by Rach l Crothers. Thi wn~ a. more 
mod rn play, a com dy of the Int 
nineteenth century, being a quite real-
istic story of how the ladies or th 
congregation. seek to be held io fa -
vor by the rector. All those who t ool~ 
part in thi play did very well-Rod -
man L.-man, as the rector; Ch'arlotte 
W tt11tein a Margaret Norton; Shir-
le}· Decker as Mrs. L mmin1:rworth: 
Mrs. L . M. Marble a Mr . Munsey· 
Mary Iv s as Mlsa Trimble; Evelyn 
FJ:IU as ,Janie, tl1'e maid or all work, 
and Annie Autrey, go ·ned in ti\ la t 
word in a. handsome gown of th 
period, who finally won tp~ hnncl 
of the rector. Each portrayed a di!-
fer nt ty"e of perso:-i o.nd gave a fin-
ished p rformance. 
These plays are to be t)!'oduced 
next month at D~ytona at the south-
em convention of the Christlan. En-
deavor. 
IDqr 1JHrst Jrrshytrrinu Qtqurrq 
anh 
IDqr Jark 1£akr Jrrsbytrrtau Qtqurrq 
PRESENT 
Wwn ®ur-1\rt Jluyn 
Under the personal direction of Mrs. Orpha Pope Grey, Head of 
the Department of Expression and Dramatics. 
0 IDq.e fR.ertnr H 
lly 
iRarlt.rl <!1rnf4.rr.a 
0 IDq.e 1tlnur "htssu 
llu 
11. Jt I.rat.a 
DRAMATIS PERSONAE 
0 IDqr lanur O,lass ,, 
WISE MAN ........ .......................... ................. .......... ............. Charlotte Wettstein 
Foor. ~ ....... ........................................................................... Charlotte Steinhans 
WIFE ................. ................... .............. ............................................... ... Mary Ives 
PUPILS, ..... ... Evelyn Hill, Marion Sias, Shirley Decker, Elizabeth Ferran 
CHILDREN .... .................................... ............ Louise Baldwin, Mildred Slemons 
JOHN HERRESFORD ·· ···················································.············· Rodman Layman 
MARGARET NORTON ·························································· Charlotte w ettstein 
VICTORIA KNOX ························· ········ ··· ········································ Annie Autrey 
MRS. LEMMINGWORTH ············ ············ ·········-······ ······················ Shirley Decker 
MRS. MUNSEY ........................................................................ Mrs. L. M. Marble 
Mrss TRIMBLE .... .......................................................................... .... .... Mary Ives 
JANIE .................................................................................................. Evelyn Hill 
These plays are being presented to··. evive ·your interest in the or-
iginal church play. Few of us realize· :thm ,the church was the first 
mother of the present drama. Fewer ·still know the beauty of these 
early efforts. 
It is our purpose to give you two of the best. To insure your pleas-
ure, we have secured players who have proved their ability in the very 
successful "Little Theatre Plays." To make them perfect we selected as 
directress the Head of the Department of Exprssion and Dramatics at 
Rollins Collge, Mrs. Orpha Pope Grey. 
" T HE HOUR GLASS" is a good piece of advice wrapped up in monkish 
attire. Being equipped with all the paraphernalia of a real fourteenth 
century thriller, the play possesses a fool. There is a wise-man, too, but 
the fool beats him at his own profession-wisdom. 
"THE RECTOR" is more mordern. Frankly, it's a love-story in which 
each one of the cast has a consuming and wholly selfish interest-all ex-
cent the Rector, who happens to be the only man present. The action 
resembles a puppy-tussle, with the Rector as the bone of contention. 
You will like them both. 
1\t ~nrnata i;nuar 
On Monday, June 7th at 8 O'Clock 




THE 
SHIP'S WHISTLE 
~ 
FORM 100 
Ocean Steamship Company of Savannah 
CABIN PASSENC.ER'S TABLE CHECK 
STATEROOM _ _ _ 
BREAKFAST, 8 LUNCHEON, 1 DINNER, 6 
PASSl!NGl:R WILL PLIEA■ I: Rll:TAIN THI ■ CHl:CK 
THE 
SHIP'S WHISTLE 
~ 
7 ~ SHIP'S WHISTLE is the mouth-
piece of the vessel. By means of 
various whistle blasts, one ship 
signals and "talks" with another. 
There is a universal whistle code, 
just as there is a telegraphic or wire-
less code. All seamen must know 
whatthevariouswhistleblastsmean. 
No doubt you will be interested 
in knowing the "code." Then you 
will know what the ship i_s "talking 
about" when the whistle blows. 
1. Fifteen minutes before sail-
ing time, three prolonged 
blasts are a reminder that 
those aboard not intending 
to sail should go ashore. 
2. Signals for passing steam-
ers: One short blast indi-
cates that theywill pass port 
to port (that is, on each 
other's left); two short 
blasts indicate that they will 
pass starboard to starboard 
(that is, on each other's 
right). 
TIIE SHIP'S WHISTLE 
The term "Port" means 
that portion of the ship to 
your left as you stand fac-
ing the bow. The term 
"Starboard" means that 
portion of the ship to your 
right as you stand facing 
the bow. 
3. Three short blasts indicate 
that engines are going full 
speed astern. 
4. Four or more short blasts in 
rapid succession are a dan-
ger signal meaning, "I do 
not understand your 
whistle" or, that for an ap-
proaching or overtaking 
ship to pass on a certain side 
is dangerous and that the 
overtaken ship does not con-
sent. 
5. When proceeding in fog 
in International waters,one 
prolonged blast is sounded 
not less frequently than 
every two minutes. Under 
similar conditions in inland 


Tricbo System Awarded Grand Prize at Paris Exposition 
-
1 ' 
. 
For Permanent Removal of Superfluous Hair 
Probably no award made at the Paris' 
Exposition this year is of greater and 
deeper import than that of the "Grand 
Prix" to Tricho. This is the seal of ap-
proval, given in the world's great cen-
ter of beauty and culture, upon the 
perfect means of restoring loveliness to 
the faces of millions of women which 
are marred by disfiguring s11perfluoua .. 
hair. No second prize was awarded, 
because all other methods were found 
to be ineffective, dangerous or both 
• Conaultation Without Obli8'ation 
BOOKLET ON HEQUEST 
TRICHO SYSTEM MONEY BACK 
GUARANTEE Beach 2311 100 BOYLSTON ST. Suite 204 
~ntoinette jieaut!' l3arlor 
,Vow Under l\'ew Mcn rrgement 
ALL BRANCHES OF BEAl'TY CULTURE, SPECIALIZING 
IN PERMANENT, MARCEL AND WATER WAVING 
ROOM 303, 25 HUNTINGTON AVENUE (Near Public Library) 
TELEPHONE, COPLEY 1471-R OPEN EVENINGS BY APPOINTMENT 
fflmMMMMffiffiffimfflJffiuWWWffiifiti7JfflMWIW'Mi~ffimfflffifflmllI~~ 
HINCKLEY & WOODS 
INSURANCE 
40BROADST. 
BOSTON ITV, AUTO-MOBILE, BUR• 
GLARY AND EVERY 
DESCRIPTION OF INSUR-
BUSINESS ESTABLISHED 1 868 
PENNELL-GIBBS & 
QUIRING CO. 
Wall Paper~, Drapery and 
Upholste•ry Work 
Painting and Decorating 
Wall 'Paneling 
Texturin~ }l fld Mottling 
203-20! CLARENDON ST •• BOSTON 
PACKING~iiiiiiiiflllliiiii~ MOVING 
STORING SHIPPING 
HOME. OFFICE AND LONG 
DISTANCE MOVING 
FIREPROOF STORAGE 
China, bric-a-brac, allverware, weddlnir l'ifta, 
books, pianos, household and office furni-
ture packed for ahlpment to all 
part■ of the world. 
46 Bromfield St., Boston, Mass. 
T•I. M.,,tn U"71 fronn-tlnr all ,lcmta. l 
MOTH PROTECTION 
Solve this difficult prob -
lem. Equip closets with 
Sentry Anti-Moth Con-
tainers. Modern and 
scientific method of moth 
control. Laboratory and 
time tested. No spraying: 
no airing: no clinging • 
odor. $2 postpaid. Purchase price refunded 
if not satisfactory. S~NTRY SALES CO •• 
44 Bromfield St., Boston ; Liberty 2'60. 
Copley Theatre 
The Copley Producing Com1,1any, Inc., L1:ssee1 
EXECUTIVE STAFF 
Edward E. Undt:-rhill ........ .l:lusine86 M1UJa¥er 
Thomas Ir S. Crowell ... ....... ... . . ... Treaeurer 
John P. Samuela ......................... . Asat. Trea11urer 1~1~~~/~•tt~t1H .......... Press Repret1entative1 
William Watts .... ....... ....... . . . .Staiie Mana.ier 
Koiier Wheeier .......... ....... ..... Asst.. Staare M.anairer 
A. Thieme ... .. ...... ...... .... ... ....... ... .... ... .. Scenic Artist 
Richard Whorf ........................ Art Director 
Russell Shattuck ....... ........ .. ... ..... . Maater Mechanic 
Thomas O'Brien ... ..... .... ...... ...... .. .... ... ... Propertiee 
Charles Sullivan ............. ........... .. .... ...... Electrician 
P. H. Clarke ..... ... ................. .... ... ............. ... Doorman 
Mrs. Elizabeth Hartshorne ................ ........ Matron 
Adelaide o ·Brien .......... ... ...... ............... Head Ut1her 
Louis liunler .. ................ .. ................... ...... . • .. . Porter 
The telephone numbers of this theatre are 
Kenmore 4873-4874. 
Ticket Office open from 9 A.M.. until 9.80 
P.M. 
To arrange for benefit performances or spe-
cial theatre parties address Business Manairer, 
Copley Theatre, Boston. 
Tickets for this theatre may be ordered by 
telephone, mail, or teleirraph, and will be held 
until 7.30 P.M. for the eveninir performance, 
and l.30 P.M. for matinee. Tickets ordered by 
mail and paid for will be held until called for 
· unless otherwise ordered. Orders received by 
mail or telephone will at all times receive 
careful attention, and tickets ordered wiU be 
selected as near the desired location as possible 
at the time th~ orders are received. 
SCALE OF PRICES 
Orch('stra (front) lncludinii t~x ., .......... .... Sl.65 
Orchet!tra (rear) .. 1.10 
Ila Icon}' ( A and B) 1.10 
Balcony (C-H incl.) " ............. :.. .'115 
llulcuuy (J-N Incl.) ................ ....... ...... ... .... .. . .60 
Ha lc1,ny (rear) .... ..... ..... ......................... .. ...... .26 
Boxes (6 seats) lncludinir tax .. ............ .... . 11.00 
Not responsible for personal property unless 
checkt'd. 
Ladies ' Retirlnii Rooms on rilrht. aide of 
lower Door and leCt aide of first balcony. 
8mokin17 and Gentlemen's Retirlnir Room la 
lo,·at.ed at foot of stairs in the rear of the 
audit<;rium. .;.._ ________________ _ 
The admittance of children under flve years 
is oplluoal with the mana.remt:ut. 
Partie., lindinii lost articles In Any portion 
of th\: theaLre will please leave them at the 
B, ,x Otlict:. 
The management does not tolerate lnatten-
ti< n or lack of courtesy on the purt of the 
en :ployees. Should either be manifesu>d please 
notify Manager of this the11tre. 
Griffin-Smith . In<"., riuhlishers of the Shubert, 
W llbur, Plyn,uuLh, Majestic, Copley, Colonial, 
Tremont, Holli11 The11trE'f' and Ro .. t"n Opera 
House programs. 260 l'rt:munL St.--t, (,a1->itol 
BuiJdinir. Telephone Beaeb 9461. 
Ewery Driver an E&COrt 
CHECKER 
TAXI 
GIVES IMMEDIATE 
TELEPHONE 
SERVICE 
When you phone for a Checker, 
nine times out of ten the cab is at 
your door before you have had 
time to don your wraps. 
Many a busy business man -
with a phone at his elbow and a 
Checker within quick call - has 
maintained a reputation for 
promptness. 
The shortest distance between two 
points is the Checker Taxi route. 
Our drivers know all the short 
cuts - and always take them. 
Don't Take a Chance 
Take a Checker 
FRANK SA WYER, President 
BACK BAY 
10,000 
~-Y.YhY,51.J 
Waffle 
Cloth 
Cotton 
Chenille 
Yarn 
l{ug l¼aving 
Washable Rugs in Beautiful Colors for Bathroom, Table Mats, 
Couch Covers, Baby Carriage Robes, quickly made at low cost. Simply 
pull the yarn along top of goods under raised pattern. Free instructions 
at our studio. All materials for 20" x 36" rug, $2.80. 
An enjoyable and tmful Summer handicraft. 
~bt ~utttrflp ~ox, 3Jnc. 
70 FRANKLIN STREET 
Telepkcrne 
MAIN 2500 
Brookline Branch 
1437 Beacon Street 
REOBNT 6881 
Home of Handicrafts 
II V01' Wlfflt it "Juat 
.a"-V~t Ru .. o 
Lynn Branch 
26 Central Square 
BREAKERS 59019 
PERMANENT WAVING DEMANDS ARTISTRY AND EXPERIENCE 
In this salon all guesswork is eliminated. You are not experimented on-nothine 
is left to chance. . 
You' are certain to receive a beautiful wave which will brine you happiness and 
compliments for months to come. 
This is because RUSSO MASTER BOBBERS through long experience, great 
skill and artistry ASSURE perfect technique and successful results. 
"H ealth11 hair and beautiful hair demand master-attention" 
PERMANENT WAVING 
By MASTERS ONLY 
Studio Building, 110 Tremont Street, Boston 
Put Winter Things Away Clean 
, 
Scientific Cleansing is the best 
safeguard against moths 
Blankets 
Phone us to call for your 
Robes 
Newton North 5700 
Back Bay 3900 
Curtains 
(Stored free of charge during aummer) 
LEWAN DOS 
CLEANSERS DYERS LAUNDERERS · 
1f Temple Pia• IN Bo:,laton Street 
8rooklln• 1110 Beacon Str-t 
C.mbrldc• 111, Maaa. Avenue 
r.YOUCAN RELYON LEWANDOS" 
For Space in this Program 
Call 
Beach 9461 
GRIFFIN-SMITH, Inc., Publishers 
G1LMOUR.RotHERY & Co. 
INSURANCE 
Forty Broad Street Boston 
:!IIIIIIIIICIIIIIIIIIIIICIIIIIIIIIIIICIIIIIIIIIIIICIIIIIIIIIIIICIIIIIIIIIIIICIIIIIIIIIIIICIIIIIIIIIIIICIIIIIIIIIIIIClllf: 
Q CATHERINE VICTORIA THOMPSON : 
= America's Foremost Astrologer for 20 Years = 
: 199 AUDUBON ROAD, Suite 1 Tel. KENmore 3337 C E INTERVIEWS BY APPOINTMENT E 
-
0 A. Boston client under date of Or.t. 11, 1925, writes as follows: ::_ 
"Abo!tt March lat or this year, I call>ed on you for a reading, nnd you said that I was a very sick 
= woman. and that my doctor did not understand my case, and not to go to him again. I grew so 111. that on = 
== March 12th I thouaht I should die, and became delirious on the 16th and was conveyed to the same doctor'■ C=-
hospltal, and I knew 110 one or anything for ten days. The doctor treated me for rheumatism, when I had 
- necrosis or my ankle bone and septic root. -
= "You also told me to beware of an accident, ·and my night nurse let mo fall out of bed and I broke - · a_ my left arm. You said, you did not think I could nvold the accident, and I want to say this: I kept thinking §_ 
or the hope you gave me, and that thought kept me alive, when everything elso seemed ended. You said, I 
- would travel after I was fifty, and would take a tri1> to Europe. = E "After my rourtb operation I changed doctors. They operated on my foot three weeks ago, and I am a 
: now Olqh:i,!~~d y~t r;o~vt~f·beneflt you have been to me throuah the science of Astrology." = 
: (Mrs.) M. W. M. : -
ci11c111111111111a111111111111a111111111111c111111111111c111111111111c111111111111c111111111111c111111111111c111111m1rr.. 
LUNDIN TURKISH BATHS 
18-20 Carver Street 
NEAR PARK SQUARE TEL. BEACH 1068 
The Women's Bath has recently been remodelled 
and enlarged to double its former capacity, with 
a new Tea Room and Haird_!"essing Room, etc. 
HOURS FOR WOMEN 
w-k Daya, 10 A. M. to 9 P. M. 
Sunday■ and Holiday■, 12 to 8 P. M. 
HOURS FOB MEN 
Alway■ Open 
CANN'S SEA GRILL 
122 Canal Street Eatabliahed 1885 Near North Station 
OPEN EVERY DAY 
"Known all over the World" 
Don't let your friend• leave Boaton without viaiting 
CANN'S 
Shore, Lobster, Steak and Chicken Dinnen_. 
CANN'S 
i• noted for fineat aervice in their Dining Rooma, Fiah Market and 
Bakery Departmenta. 
Plenty of Parking Space 
CANN'S 
have their own Fiahermen, Oyater and Clam Beda, Lobster Pound• 
and Farm, inauring Finest Quality. 
PRICES WITHIN 
THE REACH OF ALL 
$6 • 6 • 7 - 8 - 9 • 10 
~
A,k to •e. th• fa,mou, 
EDUCATOR SHOE 
AU0101 IA• /Ht to grow 
GI U..-, 11'ould 
Shoea for men, women 
and children - ahoea 
for every occasion at 
three convenient 1hopa. 
Comfortable and 1tyl-
l■h footwear excel-
lently made and cor-
rectly fitted may 
riehtly be expected and 
found at 
RICE & HUTCHINS 
ALL AMERICA. SBOB SHOPS 
H Sammer St. 79 Tremont St. 
WILLSON'S SHOE SHOP 
188 Wulllna'ten StrMt 
COPLEY THEATRE 
Stuart Street near Copley Square 
Boston, Mass. 
DIRECTION E. E. CL/YE 
- 81st Week 
Week · Beginning 
Monday,Julyl9, 1926 
E. E. CLIVE 
Presents 
(By arrangement with the Dramatists' Theatre, Inc., and 
Hugh Ford) 
''THE MAN · IN THE 
NEXT ROOM" 
A Play' in Four Acts 
By Elliot Cra wshay Williams 
with 
ANN DAVIS 
CLOTH OF GOLD 
CHOCOLATES 
elf/ways in 6ood 'laste , 
Over the Bounding _Blue 
One way to keep cool is to skim the waves on the 
. wings of the wind! 
We carry Old Town and Kennebec canoes, motors, 
life -saving cushions, paddles-and all canoe 
equipment. 
Sporting <foods S eElion 
Jordan Marsh Company 
" FRESH OAILY"AT 
GOLDEN GLOW SHOPS 
103 SUMMER 51, 10 WINTER ST., I SCHOOL ST. 
~- • •• A..;.._v,•• ~•• • • •• ., 
i 
' .... 
~CIIIIIIIIIIIICIIIIIIIIIIIICIIIIIIIIIIIICIIIIIIIIIIIICIIIIIIIIIIIICIIIIIIIIIIIICIIIIIIIIIIIICIIIIIIIIIIIIClllllllllll~ 
g (Characters in the order of their appearance) ~ 
g Mrs. Street .............. .. ..... ............. .... ........... .... ..................... Elspeth Dudgeon ~ 
= Sally Street, her daughter ... ............... ........... ..... ......... ........ _. ANN DAVIS : 
Cl . (Later known as Sara LaRue) . § 
= Jim Street, her son ... .. .... ... ........ .. ...... .......... ......................... . R1chard Whorf = 
§ Arthur Street, her husband ............ .... ... .... .... ......... ........ C. Wordley Hulse ~ 
= Ralph Manners ..................... ..... ..... ................ ... .. ... ... .............. Alan Mowbray = B Alfre~ Rundall, M.D., F.R.C.S . .... ..... ............................ ......... Victor Tandy ~ 
= A Wa1ter .............. .. .. ........ .... ........ .. ... .... ................................. Norman Cannon = 
§ A Society Youth ..... ..... ... ... .... ................ ... ............ .. ..................... W. E. Watts s 
I ~:~:::t},::~i~I •··•••····· •••••••••• •• ••••• ········•···· ····••·••·······• ~~ihe~f :!~!ii § 
~ma111111111111a111111111111c111111111111a111111111111ai11111111111c111111111111c111111111111c1111111111110111111111i= 
PROGRAM 
Should anything go wrong 
- money back. That's the 
program here! 
Prices moderate 
ROGERS PEET COMPANY 
formerly 
Macullar Parker Company 
Tremont Street at Bromfield 
Date... ..... ..... .. .. ............. .... Theatre.. ........ .. .......................... Star ............... ..................... ................................. . 
Aleo ... ..... ....... ......................... .... .. .... ............ ... .... ....... ...... Impression .... ..... ......... ... .. ...... .................................... . 
In the party were ... .. ...... .. ... ... ............. ............................. ................................................................................. .. 
Feeling that a collection of Rogers Peet cartoons might mak• an interesting r•eor4 of 
pla11• eeen, w• ehaU be glad to pro11idtt a little album for th••• elli,pinge. Writ• to, or ellll 
at our •tore. 
f 
l 
W HETHER your account is large or small, you want a friendly bank..-one whose officers will be helpful in your business and interested in your success. 
You will find that the Shawmut is such a bank. 
THE NATIONAL 
Sh wmut Bank 
Arlington Street Office: 
Park Square Building 
Beacon-Charles Office: 
69 Beacon Street 
M ain Office: 40 W ater Street, Boston 
Kenmote-Governor Sqt,are Office: 
542 Commonwealth A venue 
H t111tington Ave1tue Office: 
265 Huntington Avenue 
B owdoill Square Office: 
44 Cambridge Street 
Stuart-T remont Office: 
239 Tremont Street 
-
~ E ~ r ~ r ~ 
~ M 
Boston's Newest and Most 
Up-to-date 
~ American-Chinese Restaurant ~ 
• 
CHINA ROSE 
o,,.n Daily ll •· m. till Midni6ht 
~ 
DancingDaily. NoCovcrCharge 
~ 
~ • 
1088 BOYLSTON STREET 
near-eor. Mae11. A Ye. 
M ~ 
-
::::II a:: ~ ~ ~ r ~ .. 
FOR LADIES-
Who Like to be Well Dressed 
Have Your Gowns Made with 
the Best Designs and Complete 
Color Combinations at 
REASONABLE PRICES 
Let Me Help You 
ANNA BERLIND 
9 NEWBURY STREET - BOSTON 
6th Floor Kenmore 5662 
~IIIIIIIIIIICIIIIIIIIIIIICIIIIIIIIIIIICIIIIIIIIIIIICI 11111111111a111111111111a111111111111a111111111111a11111111_1111c5 
= Estelle ..... ....... ...... ....... ....................... ....... ................ : ............. . , .. ..... May Ed1ss = 
~ A Provincial Gentleman .......... .. .. .......... ....... ........................... Charles Vane § 
= His Wife .. ... ............. ..... .................... ............. ........................ Elizabeth Hoxie = 
Q Superintendent of Police ......... .... ......................................... Roger Wheeler 5 
5 Eustace Brent, C. B., Private Secretary to the = 
Ea Minister of Labor ............ ... ............................. .. .......... Norman Cannon § 
= Freddy Marshall, Assistant Private Secretary .... ............. Edmund George = i Edward Gribble ......... ... ......... ...... ................................. .......... Richard Whorf 6 
l,,,g:~~~11·,·,·aiiiiiiiiiiiiaiiiiiiiiii,ici,iiiiiiiiiiiciiiiiiiiiiiicit',iiiiiiiii~ciiiiiiii~~J,~~ ••• ~~~~.;~.~ ... ~ 
THE STORE OR MEN 
A Separate Store in a 
Separate Building 
The Serious rlusiness of 
Sports and Recreation 
Make your Play Days as successful as 
your Work Days-dress up your hopes ' 
and plans for a good time! 
Let 'I'he Store For Mm Help You 
llathiog Suits 3.75 to 11.75 
White Uroadcloth Shirts 2.00 to 4.50 
Rayon and Lisle llalf lose 60c to 1.50 
Four-Piece Sport "'n ts 33.50 to 75.0) 
Blue Unlinished Worsled S ·,its at 35.0J 
White Flannel Trousers 7.50 to .W.00 Linen [~nickers at 3.50 
________________ ,_... 
AFTER THE MATINEE DINE AT 
THE MOST BEAUTIFUL CAFE IN THE BACK BAY 
cteaft me t}aris 
RESTAURANT FRANGAIS 
ALL HOME COOKED FOODS 
.,~ __ -. SATISFACTORY 
~ SERVICE 
HOMELIKE 
ATMOSPHERE 
-SPECIAL TABLE D'HOTE LUNCHEON 35c and D~er SOc 
CHICKEN DINNER EVERY SUNDAY 75c 
ST. BOTOLPH & GARRISON STS. 
Five Minutes Walk Up Huntin,it:on Ave.. OPEN 7 A. M. to 8 P. M. 
Our OriAinal Cale De Parls Still Looated At 1:l Haviland Street 
OIi Mass. Ave., Tel. Ken. :1233 
STEINWAY 
'rhe Acme of 
· Piano Perfection 
The S~EINW A Y is designed 
and made, not particularly 
for the concert pianist, but 
for music lovers everywhere 
M. STRINERT c§f SONS 
Steinert Hall 162 Boylston St. 
I. 
FRASCATI 
Huntington Avenue and Irvington Street 
LUNCHEON 50c 
Antipasto 
Choice of Soups 
Choice of 3 En trees 
Ice Cream 
Jelly and Whipped Cream 
Coffee 
DINNER $1.00 
Antipasto 
Ministrone or Consomme 
Steak or Chicken 
Vegetable Salad 
Spaghetti Vesuvius 
.Jelly. Whipped Cream 
Ice Cream or Demi-Tasse 
Blue Plate Special 75c 
Open from 11 A.M. to 12 P.M. Telephone Kenmore 5268 
::!ltlCIIHIIIIIIIIDffllllllllllCIIIIIIIIIIIICHIIIIIIIIIICIIIIIIIIIIIICIUlllllllllCIIIIIIIIIIIICIIJIIIIIIIIICIIIIIIIII~ 
Q===== SYNOPSIS OF SCENES===-□:_ ACT I. The Living Room in the home of the Streets. 
ACT II. A Flat in London. A year and a half later. 
ACT III. A Room in the Blue Horizon Night Club. Three months later. 
-
i_- ACT IV. §~!f':::::it~ ttte1;~ivate Secretary to the Minister of Labor. -=I 
Gowns and hats worn by Miss Standing, Miss Ediss and Miss Lyons 
c t,y Helen Crosby, 281 Dartmouth St. c 
§ Furs by Collins and Fairbanks § 
::.1111111111c111111111111c111111111111c1n111111111c111111111111c111111111111c1m11111111c11111n11111c111111111111c1~ 
WEEKLY SHIPMENTS FROM PARIS SHOWN AT 
HELEN CROSBY'S 
281 Dartmouth Street 
HYANNIS 
CAPE COD 
AND SUMMER SHOPS 
Boston 
YORK HARBOR 
MAINE 
Coffee will be served in the foyer of this theatre 
before the evening performance and after the first 
• act. The management cordially invites any of its 
patrons so desiring to avail themselves of this service. 
"Heat Your Home with Oil " 
S & K BURNER 
PATENTED 
Saves Time, Labor and Money 
Coal worries are banished forever. oiseless operation as a result of scientific 
No Ashes to be carried out. construction. 
No soot to be cleaned from furnace and Injects Steam into combustion chamber to 
flues. burn up all carbon or soot--a unique 
Automatic Thermostat Control insures even patented feature not found in any burner 
heat, when needed, without waste. 
No wearing parts. of this class. . . 
Gas and electricity not required. S & ~ Burne~ IS economical and depend-
Control operates from upper rooms. able at all times. 
INSTALLJ THIS BURNER - Your Time is Worth Money 
For Summer 
nothing is quite so fascinating as a Bachrach Portrait taken out-
of-doors. Don't make it a snapshot-let an experienced photog-
rapher make a portr~it that will be of lasting joy. 
MADE ANYWHERE, AT ANY TIME TELEPHONE FOR AN Al'POINTMENT 
Trucking Higging 
C. BO~iEN 
Motor Transportation 
SAFE AND MACIIINEllY l\lOVING 
216 North Hain Street 
Providence. R. l. 
Tel. U nlon '208 
After the Performance DINE AT 
51 Sudbury tftreet 
Boeton, Mu.. 
Tel. Bavmarket 221 
8 llalber17 Street 
Worcester, llau. 
TeL Park 1118 
SOPHIE'S WAFFLE SHOP 
REAL SOUTHERN PAN CHICKEN $ I.QQ 
A D WAFFLE DINNERS 
A LA. CARTE SERVICE ALL DAY Theatre Parties Accommodated 
OPEN SUNDAY AND HOLIDAYS 
18 ewbury t. - 99 Mt. Vernoi;i St. - Tel. BACK BAY 674~ 
One of Our Artistic Corsages 589 BOYLSTON STREET, BOSTON O ,, posite Copley-Plaza :: Kenmore 2tOS 
;!_lllllll□ llllllllllltCllllllllllll□IIIIIIIIIIIICllllllllllllOllllllllllllOIIIIIIIIIIIIOllllllltllllOllllllllllll□ lllllll.,: 
§ MUSICAL PROGRAM ~ 
a==- =-5= 
Sea Rapture...... ................ . .. . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . .. .................. . ......... .. Eric Coates 
Two Songs: ......... .......................................... ....................... Ethelbert Nevin ~ "When the Land Was White with Moonlight" ~ 
~= "Nocturne" §=-
"'H umoresque" . .. . .. .. . .. .. . . .. .. .. .. .. . .. . .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. . . . . . . .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. Tschaikowsky § Waltz, "'Tale of the Vienna Woods" .................................................. Straus ~ 
§ ~ Violin Soloist .... ................ ... ................. Hazel Trueman ~ Piano Soloist .... .. ... .. ............. .. .... ...... Harriet Forbush 5 
-== -------------·----------- g_ Candy may be purchased in the foyer of thia theatre. The candy may 
- be secured in various assortment at moderate prices and i■ of the uaual = Q P'l<<'PIIPnt "M1trv-May" 11uality : 
:;1111tCIIIHlllllll□ llllllllllll□ llllllllllllCIIIIIIIIIIIICIIIIIIIIIIIICIIIIIIIIIIIICIIIIIIIIIIIICIIIIIIIIIIIIClllllllt':; 
HARBOR TRIPS BY MOONLIGHT 
(After-Tl1e"1re Parties Arranged) 
Express Cruising Launch VIRGINIA 
ACCOMMODATES 75 PASSENGERS 
LAUNCH MAY BE CHARTERED BY PRIVATE PARTIES 
Cold Drinks, if Desired 
Day Trips Around the Harbor $1.00 Round Trip 
Leaves Public Landing, City Point, South Boston, at 9 A.M. each Week Day 
M. K. VOLK 
So. Boston Yacht Club Tel. Kenmore 2£93 Arlington 3275 
l'be collee and tea osed in tb111 lbeatrt! 1B pure.based trum lbe Ur1entaJ Tea Co., Brattle 
St ret>t. Boston ·· 
Wicker Furniture u11ed on the dtaire and in lobhiee furnished by Bailie Wickercraft. 111 
SummPr St., B01<ton Tel. l.ihPrtv 9?97 
The Steinway, Steinert and JC'wett pianos and the Victrulas used in thia theatre exclu11ively 
arP furnlebed hv M Steinert & SoM StPinnt }TAIi. 1112 Rnvlston Street . Roston 
Antiques and bronzp,i uRed 1n this theatre are turniRhPd by Boston Antique Shon. 59 
RPR<"<>n ~trPet 
n.-iPntal ru1111 •tRP<i on the RIRllP ru,,,i,.lwo h J s, .. r,hPn M ~arRf. nRfi Royl11tnn StrePt 
F.IP<·trfr f\xture11 used on the stBllt> furni11heo l,y McKe1111ey & Waterbury Co., Inc. , 181 
Franklin Street. <'Or Con2re1u1 StrePt . 
The modern furniture uaed on the etaire from A. Lowenstein & ~'lns, 777 Boylat.on St.. Boeton. 
Now SEVEN 
Conveniently Located Offices 
ANOTHER Shawmut office, at 239 
rl. Tremont Street, is now ready to serve 
you. This is the seventh and is to be known 
·as our Stuart-Tremont Office. 
The various Shawmut offices are for your 
convenience. You will find one near your 
home or place of business. Complete 
facilities will be found at each of them for 
receiving your deposits, cashing ~hecks and 
handling savings accounts. 
Above all, you will find at each Shawmut 
office a spirit of courteous helpfulness 
which is characteristic of the entire staff of 
the Shawmut Bank. It will be a pleasure to 
receive you. 
THE NATIONAL 
Shawlllut -Banli 
Main• 0 ffice: 40 Water Street, Boston 
Arlington Street Office: 
Park Square Building 
Bowdoin Square Office: 
84 Cambridge Street 
Huntington Avenue Office: 
265 ,Huntington Avenue 
Kenmore-Governor ~ qttare Office : 
542 Commonwealth Avenue 
Beacon-Charles Office: 
69 Beacon Street 
Stuart-Tremont Office: 
2 3 9 Tremont Street 
GRll"'FIN -SMITH, INC .• PUBl.JSHERS. © 
Observe, Madame1 the 
unique "powder pockets" 
( exclusive feature of Djer-
KiJS loose powder vanities). 
These pockets release, each 
time, just enaugh powder 
for your puff. 
?{ow! A Djer-Kiss Vanity 
for Rouge and loose Powder 
ADOUBLE VANITY- indeed new, bewitchingly dainty! This new Djer-Kiss Rouge and Loose 
Powder Vanity combines, Madame, these advantages: 
Djer-Kiss Rouge Compact. Loose Powder tray with 
its ingenious "powder pockets" - to carry your loose 
Djer-Kiss Face Powder. 
And a double-faced mirror- on one side a detail mirror 
co reflect any part of the face; on the other, a convex 
reducing mirror to reflect your whole face at a glance. 
This charming new aid to beauty is exquisitely fash-
ioned of nickel-silver-its cover, artistically embossed. 
In its so lovely silken-lined box, it is indeed a gift 
" t,-es distingue. 
~-~---------------
C 
A. B. S,Co. 
1925 
Tricho System Awarded Grand ·Prize at Paris Exposition 
For Permanent Removal of Superfluous Hair 
: t Probably no award made at the Pari1 
· ~ Exposition thi1 year ia of greater and 
deeper import than that of the "Grand 
Prix" to Tricho. Thia i1 the acal of ap,-
- proval, given in the world', great cen-
ter of beauty and culture, upon the 
perfect mean, of reatoring loveline11 to 
the face• of millions of women which 
are marred by diafiguringa uperfluoua 
hair. No aecond prize waa awarded 
becauac all other methods were found 
to be ineffective, dangeroua or both. 
TRICHO SYSTEM 
Beach 2311 100 BOYLSTON ST. Suite 204 MONEY BACK GUARANTEE 
ART CRAFT ENGRAVING CO. 
INCORPORATED 
Photo-Engravers and Electrotypers 
1.1.7 TREMONT STREET, BOSTON 
TBLEPHONB, BB.ACH 0448 
~~~~.!~~e 7'J from Paris, lo what many have waited fo,. 
NO KINK OR. FRIZZ 
Jl 
cJ/ell_!rmon?5 
NEW BOBBlNG SHOPPE AND BEAUTY PARLOR 
154 Boylston Street Tel. Beach 1455 • 1973 
49 Temple Place Tel. Beach 3445 • 4564 
Tremont Theatre 
A.L.E. Theatre Corp., Lesseea 
A. L. Erlanaer, Pre,. 
Tllomu IL LoW... Ga'I II•-•• 
Albert II.. 111111 ha■, Bula- Mmpr 
Frank D. Orvitt ........................ ................ Traaurer 
William H. Murphy .......................... Ticket A.so, 
O.naia J. Shea ................. ... Preu Bepreaentaiin 
William JL Capron .......... ... ...... ..... Kuaioal Leadu 
Geo. .IL ln,seraoll ............. ........... Kutu Kechanie 
Geors• F. lto1¥11~ .. - ..... .............. ......... .. :&lectrician 
SamGel. a. Horton ............... ....... Proput7 Kuter 
Bu 05ce Open from 9 A.M. to 10.00 P .M 
The evening performances terminate 
in ample time for Suburban patrons 
to reach the theatre trains at both 
North and South Stations by takina 
cars in the Boylston Street Station 
of the Subway or the Washington 
Street Tunnel. Every car running 
through the subways, either North Ol' 
South, stops at the Boylston Street 
Station. 
Physicians and persons anticipatiq 
a call during the pel'formance shoulc 
notify Box Office. 
Lost Articles - Articles found by 
patrons should be left at Box Office 
where a receipt will be given. Articles 
will be retained for thirty days at the 
expiration of which time, if unclaimed, 
they will be returned to the finder. 
•---------------
No Head Covering to be worn in the 
theatre during performance. 
Any inattention on the part of any 
~f the attaches of this theatre should 
be reported to the management. 
Cloak Rooms for Ladies will be 
found in the rear of both lower floor 
and first balcony. The Cloak Room in 
the Foyer is for Gentlemen only. 
'Absolutely no fees permitted at thu 
theatre. 
Public Telephone Stations in the 
Foyer. 
Children in arms not admitted. 
Underwood typewriter used at this 
theatre. 
Grlan..aatth, Inc.,._pallliuen el. tile Auert, 
Wilbur, Pbmcn1da"-•deatle, C.l!MY, O.loafal, 
Tremont, l!rollla ' Taatna ••• l!Seatoa Opera 
l!ouae presrama, HI Treaeltt Street, Ca-.tw 
8u0cllns. Telep._.. ..... Nil. 
EYery DriYer an Escort 
5•.-........ , •• •,•·•1 
CHECKER 
TAXI 
GIVES IMMEDIATE 
TELEPHONE 
SERVICE 
When you phone for a Checker, 
nine times out of ten the cab is at 
your door before you have had 
time to don your wraps. 
Many a busy business man -
with!a phone at his elbow and a 
Checker within quick call - has 
maintained a reputation fora 
promptness. 
The shortest distance between two 
points is the Checker Taxi route. 
Our drivers know all the short 
cuts - and always take them. 
Don't Take a Chance 
Take a Checker 
FRANK SAW YF.R, r,...u.n t 
BACK BAY 
10,000 
l"!.-.•••••••••••••••■"i 
Something New-
A Place For You 
CANN'S CABIN 
AND STAND 
On Direct Motor Road to Lynn 
at 
Junction of State Road, Near Bridge 
POINT OF PINES 
REVERE 
Offers Excellent Shore Dinners 
Also a la Carte Service 
MENU 
FISH OR CLAM CHOWDER 
STEAMED CLAMS, DRAWN BUTTER 
LOBSTER AND POTATO CHIPS 
PIE OR ICE CREAM 
BREAD AND BUTTER 
TEA OR COFFEE 
$2.00 per Person 
Phone Reservations Open Until Late Fall 
78-78-80 WARRENTON ST. 
(Opp. Eliot St. Gara.-e) 
Boston,s Wonder R , .. ,,, ,-.r nt 
DINING and DANCING 
RESTAURANT 
OPEN DAILY: 5:30 p.m. until 1 a.m. 
Serving a Special Dinner 
from 5.30 until 8 p.m. 
$2.50 
AFTER-THE-THEATRE 
Suppers and Dansant 
Spectal A La Carte Mena and Hrvtc• 
at all tlmH 
SUNDAY SPECIAL DINNER 
Served at 5:30 
Jl~ for Concm and Dane• bv 
LIDO-VENICE ORCHESTRA OF 10 
Under th• Direction of Joe Herman 
Re.ervation Telephone Beach 70Z8 
Same Mana.cement aa TERRACE GARDENS. 
W a7land. lfua. 
N.B.-The entire factlltle1 and staff' of LIDO-VENICB 
cen be ensared for Luncheon Partiea and Banquet,, 
aooommod■Uon1 up te 1110. or for 1maller arransea,nt■• 
TERRACE GARDEN 
~w England~s Wonder 1{estaurant 
Ye Olde Boston Post Road 
Wayland, Mass. 
CHICKEN, STEAK AND LOBSTER DINNf RS 
AND A LA CAR TE SPECIAL TIES 
MUSIC and DANCING 
Dancing Starts at 6:30 
TERRACE GARDEN ORCHESTRA 
Special Lunch served daily except Sundays and 
Holidays from 12. to 4:30 
$1.2-5 
-4f~ 
Stuffed Olives 
Fruit Cocktail 
Chicken Broth with Rice 
Rolls and Butter 
Choice 
Choice 
Salted Peanuts 
Anchovie Salad 
Puree of Tomatoes 
. Saltines 
Choice 
Fresh Crab Meat Newburg 
Broiled Lunb Chops, Terrace Garden 
Breast of Chicken. Virginia 
Broiled Leg of Chicken, Grill 
Chicken a la King 
Julienne Potatoes 
lee Cream 
Heart of Lettuce 
Thousand Island Dressing 
Tea ·or Coffee 
Petit Fours 
PHONE, WAYLAND 8o92. JOHN J. LEV AGGI, MANAGER 
LIDO-VENICE - Boston's most beautiful restaurant - located 
in the heart of the theatrical district, 76-80 WARRENTON ST. 
(Under same management.) 
Trucking Rig~in~ 
C. BOWEN 
Motor Transportati.on 
SAFE AND MACHINEtt\' MOVI1'G 
216 Nert.II Mala Skeet 
Pwo-rid-. R.I. 
Tei. Ualoo 4208 
il Sudbury StreM 
Bo.ton. M .... 
8 Malheny Su.-
W~. M ... 
Tel. Haymarket 220 Tel. Pa,k 6SS8 
Those Charitable Girls 
Sybil: "When Steve proposed to me, 
h'e acted like a fish out of water." 
Tirpie: "Why shouldn't he? He 
knew he was caught." 
Her Ingenious Plan 
"Please, sir, have you seen a gen-
tleman without a little girl, because 
my Uncle John has lost me, and I 
thought if you had seen a gentleman 
without a little girl you could tell me 
where he was." 
Boston's Newest and MotJt 
Up-to-date 
~ American-Chinese Restaurant : 
CHINA ROSE 
Oper1 Daily ll ~- m. till Midm6ht 
~ Dancing Daily. No Cover Char1?e : 
1088 BOYLSTON STREET 
near cor. Mue. ATe, 
■ E 
LUNDIN TURKISH BATHS 
18-20 Carver Street 
NEAR PARK SQUARE TEL. BEACH 9068 
The Women's Bach has recently been remodelled 
and enlarged to double its former capacity, with 
a new Tea Room _ and Hairdressing Room, etc. 
HOURS FOR WOMEN 
Week Daye. 10 A. M. to 9 P. M. 
S_undaye and Holldaye, 12 to 8 P. M. 
HOURS FOR Mffi 
4.lway• Open 
The Doctor Says 
"Eat:spaghettiandkeep your health" 
You can get the best Spaghetti and Roast Chicken 
or any kind of Roast at 335 TREMONT STREET. 
Spaghetti at 35 Cents a Plate 
Any kind of sauce, served well done or all Dente. Also 
put up to be taken out. Come in and be convinced. 
Also Rooms by the Day or Week 
SPAGHETTI PALACE 
335 TREMONT STREET Telephone, Beach 6669 
M. CAVANA. Proprietor 
Telephone 
MAIN 2500 
Brookline Branch 
1437 Beacon Street 
REGBNT 6881 
lf 11ou want it "Ju•t 
•o"-Viait Russo 
Lynn Branch 
26 Central Square 
BR.BAKERS 69019 
PERMANENT WAVING DEMANDS ARTISTRY AND EXPERIENCE 
In this salon all guesswork is eliminated. You are not experimented on-nothine 
is left to chance. 
You are certain to receive a beautiful wave which will bring you happiness and 
compliments for months to come. 
This is because RUSSO l'llASTER BOBBERS through long experience, great 
skill and artistry ASSURE perfect technique and successful results. 
"Health11 hair and beautiful. hair demand ?n<J,ster-attention" 
PERMANENT WA YING 
By MASTERS ONLY 
Studio Buiiding, 110 Tremont Street, Boston 
Boston 
Theatregoers' Guide 
SOMETHING NEW AND UNUSUAL 
OUR READERS SAY IT IS A MOST UNIQUE 
PUBLICATION AND THEY READ IT WITH 
INTEREST. 
WRITE FOR YOUR FREE COPY 
260 Tremont S l.. Bo~ton 
Milestones 
OUR DEPOSITS 
June 30, 1921 were 
June 30, 1922 " 
June 30, 1923 " 
June 30, 1924 " 
June 30, 1925 " 
June 30, 1926 were • 
. $112,535,356.86 
131,712,471.92 
- 135,009,877.04 
145,153,539.49 
163,851,398.55 
. $187,373,942.26 
JiJie cordially invite your business. 
THE NATION AL 
Shawmut Bank 
Main Office: 40 Water Street, Boston 
Arlington Street Office: Kenmore-Governor Square Office: 
Park Square Building 542 Comm0nwealth Avenue 
Bowdoin Square Office: Beacon-Charles Office: 
84 Cambridge Street 69 Beacon Street 
Huntington Avenue Office: Stuart-Tremont Office: 
265 Huntington Avenue 239 Tremont Street 
r Wnat th.e 
lffe 77 Dre./'./ed 
.Jr(an 
lll7'17 Wear 
By Edward M. Ruttenber 
No business man ever becomes so 
exalted that he does not stick to his 
office chair. Even the prim and pul-
chritudinous office secretaries change 
into smocks when they enter the domain 
of duty and I find that quite a num-
ber of brigadiers of business are now 
on a two-suit schedule. The suburban-
ites we have with us always. They 
get up early in the morning and travel 
far to office or store. The air is as cold 
as the wife's cheek when they kiss her 
good-bye in the early a.m. but by the 
time they get to town it is very hot. 
Hence the advisability of a change 
from woolens to tropical garments. 
For $15 a man can buy a porous sum-
mer suit and enjoy comparative com-
fort in the business arena. This sys-
tem also enables a man to keep his 
woolen clothes looking rather neat. 
Mohair would be the thing. · 
I might mention, by the way, that 
this is a good time to lay in a stock 
of tropical suits. The merchants are 
holding their sales and a bit of money 
can be conserved. My prophecy about 
linen came true to some extent and I 
notice that quite a few of the club fel-
lows are f ea tu ring the limp wash gar-
ments approved by those who spend 
their lives in the tropics. Distinctive 
but a bit expensive and adapted to 
the requirements of a man whose 
mental pose is wrinwle proof. Of 
course, the tropical worsted is the de 
luxe suit for the business man. We 
hear a great deal about deserted cities 
in the summer but there are always 
plenty of men on the firing line. Those 
who can walk away from business for 
indefinite periods are still compara-
tively few in number. Manf must 
work in order that a few may play. 
Ever since the Civil War this coun-
try has been divided into two camps 
-the Blue and the Grey. In summer 
clothes these two colors still prevail. 
( Continued on the second page 
following) 
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Visit 
Boston's 
Most Artistic 
Te(l 
Rooms 
and Sweet Shops 
~atberine ®annon 
(/ncorpo~ated) 
Mass. Avenue at Boylston Street 
Here you are served the 
choicest or rood with 
delicious Hot Chocolate 
or Ices. 
Oar Confections Are Unsurpa11etl 
C&K 
GINGER ALE 
Rich · Smooth 
Sparkling 
COLEMAN & KEATING 
111 sm■URY STWi 
'Plaeae Ray le71 
r·-·-··-s;ro;;··ih~~·~·rn~··;··fo';;~~·M;;·u~;u;i~i;;;;~;-··-·-··1 
,
1 
FEATURING CHINESE FOOD ! 
= The Lotus ! I "a ~rratfJ of tbt ®rltnt" I I Unusual Atmosphere Quiet and Cool Food of quality rarely found in Oriental establishments I 
_ 12 noon to 8 P.M. I 
L.:!.~~~~~.!!:.=!_,,_o_,~.~~.~~~~~~·-··-··-"~~.!::!1~~.J 
r· I II I I II I E, 
~ For Space in This Program ~ 
~ C..11 ~ 
~ Beach 9461 . ~ 
l., G~I~
1
FI~-SMITH, ~nc.
11 
-
11 
-
11
P~lis~ers '=J 
♦---· 
There are always exceptional values to 
Remodeling 
Old Jewels 
- is a matter of 
skill. Clever use of 
your gems and 
material will save 
much of their sen-
timental value -
and the cost. 
be found accheKingsleyShops,although 
we seldom announce Mark Down Sales. 
Our col lee ci ons are continually changing 
and real bargains often appear, especially 
during the summer months. 
You'll ~njoy our splendid collection of 
antique jewels. 
Come in 
~ 
John J. Kingsley 
Up-Town DIAMONDS-Fine Jewelry-WATCHES Down-Town 
144 BOYLSTON STREET TWO STORES 11 COURT SQUARE 
WHAT THE WELL DRESSED 
MAN WILL WEAR m. 
( Continued) 
Probably the happiest men are those 
who spend their vacations in their 
pajamas, which reminds me that there 
is a new fat man's pajama on the 
r.1arket. This outfit is the answer to a 
heavy weight's prayer for trousers 
that will not sag whenever he walks. 
The anti-dropsical pajama is equipped 
with an elastic waist-band and the 
drag is so slight that the trousers ac-
tually remain in place. Score one for 
the impossible! There is also the en-
semble sleeping suit to consider, with 
trousers in contrasting shade to the 
jacket and its trimmings. There is 
likewise a pajama suit with jacket 
featuring a collar very similar to a 
sports shirt. Men buy pajamas as a 
rule much as the women buy shoes-
too small. When you think of pajamas 
try to remember that two plus two 
equals five. Play it safe. Restless men 
who make fortunes in their sleep al-
ways own more jackets than trousers. 
That is largely because they roll over 
in their frenzy and rip the trousers 
before they can make their first mil-
lion. 
The worst feature of the vestless 
season is that so many men look al-
most obscene around the waist line, 
where their shirts fly open. Displays 
of anatomy should be left to the ladies 
of the summer revues. They are worth 
looking at. For men who would like to 
be modest but cannot seem to make 
their ideals come true I might suggest 
that there is a combination suit-top 
shirt and drawers-that will remedy 
this evil to some extent. Convenient 
and comfortable, I should say. Does 
away also with underwear and pre-
sents the hermetically sealed front to 
an inquisitive world. 
It has never been quite clear to men 
why men wear linen knickers to keep 
cool and woolen stockings to keep 
warm at one and the same time. One 
can only charge it up to the popular 
zeal to be more British than the Brit-
ons. We have English clothes galore 
but our climate is anything but Eng-
lish. When I see men tearing at their 
shanks in the summer I feel like re-
minding them that there is plenty of 
light-weight wool hosiery. 
STORING SHIPPING 
HOME. OFFICE AND LONG 
DISTANCE MOVING 
FIREPROOF STORAGE 
China. bric-a-brac, 1ilverware, w,·ddini: 1rifta 
books. pianoa. hoo1ehold and oflke furni-
ture packed for 1hipment to all 
part. of the world. 
46 Bromfield St .• Roston. Mass. 
TeL llaln 4771 (connectins all depta., 
HINCKLEY & WOODS 
INSURANCE 
4OBROADST. 
BOSTON ITV, AUTO• MOBILE. BUl'I• 
GLARY AND EVERY 
UESCRIPTION OF INSUR· 
ANCE AT .LOWEST RATES. 
BUSINESS ESTABLISHED 1 8U 
THE word "program" seems to 
frighten a lot of advertiserR. 
But if any magazine couJd take ory 
advertiser, or any agent., into twelve 
different auditoriums. and in each of 
them show from a thousand to twenty-
five hundred people, each one of whom 
had paid $2 or more for admission-
and each one reading the advertising 
in that magazine--continuing the 
demonstration six night.._ and two after-
noons weekly during the year-that 
magazine would certainly receive 
pretty serious consideration. 
An impossible demonstration for 
any publication except Theatre Pro-
grams in Boston. There certainly is 
something in a name. 
Marshfield 
Fair 
Wed. - Thu. - Fri. - Sat. 
AUGUST . 
25-26-27-28 
Auto and Horse Racing for Speed 
Auto Polo and Fireworks 
for ·Excitement 
MRS. MURRAY RECEIVING THE BRITISH 0FFICE~S 
F'ROM THE PAINTING BY 
·JENNIE BROWNSCOMBE 
.. ·- ... 
H0 WE WITH CLINTON, TRYON AND A FE.W OTHE.RS," WENT 
TO THE HOUSE OF ROBERT MURRAY, ON MURRAY HILL, FOR 
REFRESHMENTS AND REST. WITH PLEASANT c0 NVERSATt0 NS 
ANDA PROFUSION OF CAKE. ANO WINE THE c,ooo WHIO LADY 
DETAINED THE CJALLANT BRITONS ALMOST TWO HOURS, QUITE 
LONG EN°UGH FOR THE BULK OF PUTNAM'S DIVISt 0 N OF 
FOUR THOUSAND MEN TO LEAVE THE CITY AND ESCAPE T0 
THE HEIGHTS OF HARLEM BY THE BL00MINC,DALE ROAD, 
WITH THE L0 SS OF ON½~ ~f~ SOLDIERS. . ~ 
FLluHT OF THE AMERICANS. ON THE LANDING :OF 
THE BRITISH, SEPTEMBER 15 !!:! , 1776. 
For Summer 
nothing is quite so fascinating as a Bachrach Portrait taken out-
of-doors. Don't make it a snapshot-let an experienced photog-
rapher make a portrait that will be of lasting joy. 
MAOE A~YWHERE 1 AT ANY TIME TELEPHONE FOR AN APPOINTMENT 
8 647 Boylston St. !~f l!~~~t~ Kenmore 4730 I 
CANN'S SEA GRILL 
122 Canal Street Eatabliahed 1185 Near North Station 
OPEN EVERY DAY 
"Known all over th~ World .. 
Don't let your friend• leave Boaton without visiting 
CANN'S 
Shore, Lobater, Steak and Chicken Dinnera. 
CANN'S 
ia netecl for finest aervice in their Dinin1 Rooma, Fiah Market and 
Bakery Departments. 
Plenty of Parking Spae. 
CANN'S 
have their own Fiaherme11t Oyater and Clam Recla, Lobster Pounda 
alMI ......... buurln1 FlnNt Quall~. 
Tremont 
THEATRE 
A. L.B. ThNtH c., •.. ........ ; A.,._ &rlanser. r, ... 
Tbomu B. Letlliaa, Gen'I llallaser 
Albert K. IDNbaa, BuinaH llanaser 
TBB 8Aftl&T TBliTU IN BOITON 
Equipped with the eelelllrated --••n Water Curtain.a, which are poeitive la 
their aetlo:a ; al.o a11 ubeltoa curtain. 
Week Beginning Mon., Aug. 16, 1926 
GEORGE FORD 
Presents 
DEAREST ENEMY 
An American Musical Comedy 
with 
HELEN FORD and CHARLES PURCELL 
Book by HERBERT FIELDS 
Lyrics by LORENZ HART 
Music by RICHARD RODGERS 
The Entire Production Staged 
by 
JOHN MURRAY ANDERSON 
Libretto directed by CHARLES SINCLAIR and HARRY FORD 
Dances and Ensembles directed by CARL HEMMER 
Settings designed by CLARK ROBINSON 
First act · costumes designed by 
MARK MOORING and HUBERT DA VIS 
Second and third act costumes designed by JAMES REYNOLDS 
Intermission curtain by REGINALD MARSH 
The management acknowledges with gratitude the assistance of 
Miss Anne Morrison and Madame Serova 
(Orchestra under the direction of. Augustus Barrett) 
"1 he Height of Fashion}) 
applies literally to the crowns of our new Paris Hats, just 
unpacked from the customs. Small and close fitting, 
they artfully employ draping, shirring and 
swirling to express verve, piquancy 
and charm 
In our Millinery Salon, Second Floor, Main Store , 
are models from the world's recognized ateliers 
ORIGINAL MoDELs -COPIES CusToM MADE 
Jordan Marsh Company 
:YIICIIIIIIIIIIIIC IIIIIIIIIIIICIIIIIIIIIIIICllllllilllllCllllllllllll□ IIIIIIIIIIIICllllllllllll□ IIIIIIIIIIIIClllllllllll: 
= Cast of Characters i5 
~ (As they appear) § 
: MRS. ROBERT MURRAY .............. ..... ...................... MARGURITE WOLFE . : § CAROLINE ... ...... ... .. ....... .. ........ ........ .... .. ............... .... ...... .. . DOLORES MURAY § 
:: ANNABELLE ................ .. ......... .. ................................... MARIAN WILLIAMS i5 
a SUSAN .......................................................................................... JUNE ELKINS = § ADELE ..... ...... .................. ............................. .... ....................... ESTHER SNYKER § 
E JOSEPHINE ...•.............................................. ...... ................ MARIAN DABNEY : 
: MARJORIE ... ................................... BETTY LINN : f3 CYNTHIA ... ... ... .. ... .. ..... .... RACHEL CHESTER ~ 
: PEG .................................................................................. EUGENIA REPELSKY = 
E§ JANE MURRAY ................. ......... .... . ................ .. .... ... .. ...... . . ALDEN GAY•§ 
: JIMMY BURKE . . .. . . . . ... .. ... ..... . .. .. . ......... ... .. .. .. . . .. ..... . . . . . . .. . . DICK ROSS :: 
: CAPTAIN HARRY TRYON ................................................ JOHN SEYMOUR i5 Q GENERAL HENRY CLINTON .. . . ... .. . ...... ..... ......... WILLIAM EVILLE :: 
:· LIEUTENANT SUDSBY . . ......................... BURTON McEVILLY :: 
§ GENERAL SIR WILLIAM l!OWE .................................... CHAS. WHEELER § 
=illllCIIIIIIIUIIICllllllllllll□ lllllllllll l□ IIIIIIUllllCIIIIIIIIIIIICIIIIIIIIIUICllllllllllll□ llllllllllll□ llllllll~ 
DEAREST ENEMY 
Some custom tailors re-
gard us as their "dearest 
enemy"! 
We set up a custom tailor 
standard in our clothes and 
then sell them at reasonable 
ready-made prices. 
Men'• a.nd bov•' outfitter• 
ROGERS PEET COMPANY 
formerly 
Macullar Parker C0mpany 
Tremont Street at Bromfield 
Date .................................. Theatre .. .................... : .. ....... ...... Star ............ , ........................................................ . 
Alao... ............. ............ .. . .. . .... ....... ......................... ........ .. .. lmprea1ion .. .................... ... ............................ ........ .. .. . 
[n the party were .......... .......................... .. ..... ............ ......................... .......... ............ .. ..... ....... ...... .. .... .. ..... .. .. . 
. 1'..Liwg that 4 eoll..,tion of Rogere Pstit cartoon. Wlight WIQ.¥• &ti ift.t•nirtit1g rfleo'Nl of 
pl411• --, '" al,.sll be gla.tl to vro"iu " litti. albtia for UIH• .lit,,n•11.. Write a11. .,. -0 
" ...,.~. 
THE Shawmut Indian, printed on your check, stamp 
prestige on your business standing. Make your check worth 
more by using a trademark favorably known throughout 
the world. 
THE NATIONAL 
Shawmut Bank 
Arlington Strut Office : 
Park Square Building 
Beacon-Charles Office : 
69 Beacon Street 
Main Office: 40 Water Street, Boston 
K enmore-Go'Uernor Square Office : 
542 Commonwealth A venue 
H untington A'Venue Office: 
265 Huntington Avenue 
Bowdoin Square O ffic,: 
44 Cambridge Street 
Stuart-Tremont Office : 
239 Tremont Street 
OIN[&DANC& 
ll~IJI 
C::OC:HITUATC, MASS, 
QIIIIIIIIICIIIIIIIIIIIICIIIIIIIIIUICIIIIIIIIIIIICIIIIIIIIIIIICIIIIIIIIIIIICIIIIIIIIIIIICIIIIIIIIIIIICIIIIIIIIIIIICIII~ 
§ GENERAL JOHN TRYON ................... ..... ..... ....... ............. . RICHARD POWELL § 
§_ g_-C APT A IN SIR JOHN COPELAND ...... .. ... ..................... OHARLES PURCELL 
a=_= -=§= BETSY BURKE ... .. .. ............................ ......... ........ .............. ........ ... HELEN FORD § GENERAL ISRAEL PUTNAM ...... .. .. ......... ........... .. ...... ........... . ALLEN GREEN ~ 
~= MAJOR AARON BURR. .. ....................................................... ARNOLD BROWN ~= 
PETER STUYVESANT ..... .. ........... .............................. CHAS. BENNINGTON 
§ MORGAN'S SCOUTS : ~ 
-
g_-= PRIVATE PETERS· ....................... ...... ..... .......... .......... EDWARD LARKIN E== 
PRIVATE WOODS ................ .... ............................... ....... CONRAD GORDON 
PRIVATE LINDSAY ... ........................... ................ ....... ... PERCY FRENCH 
==- g_ ENVOY .... .. ... ...... ......... .. ....... .. ........ .... ... ......................... ..... BURTON McEVILLY 
~ GENERAL GEORGE WASHINGTON ..... ......... ......... ... ........ H. E. ELDRIDGE § 
ffi11111111c11m1111111c111111111111c111111111111c111111111111c111111111111c111111111111c111111111111c111111111111c111iF. 
,,..... • ✓ Lee F. Rela:maa 
__._ ...... 
KEEPING TIME 
Leo Reiaman'a music keepe time 
with the newest dance decrees. 
Our chefs keep time with the 
. most demandinc tastea. 
The dreamy,romantie lichta keep 
time with your dance mood. 
And you keep time with the 
smartest collelriate cW1tom when 
You dine and dance at 
THE EGYPTIAN ROOM 
Phone R eservations to K e n m o re 6300 
PRICES WITHIN 
THE REACH OF ALL 
$5 - 6 - 7 - 8 - 9 - 10 
A ,k to see the f amoua 
EDUCATOR SHOE 
Allow, the feet to qroio 
a.a th-r 1ho1dd 
®-
Shoes for men, women 
and children - aho• 
for every occaalon at 
three convenient ehopa. 
Comfortable and etyl-
ieh footwear ex c e 1-
len tly made and cor-
rectly fitted m&J' 
rightly be expected and 
found at 
RICE & HUTCHINS 
ALL AMERICA SHOE SHOPS 
66 Summer St. 79 Tremont St. 
WILLSON'S SHOE SHOP 
388 W uhinzton Street 
JEWETT 
GRANDS 
$1075 
PIANO 
VPRJGHCJS 
$575 
LJ.ke all high-grade pianos, the JEWE1T possesses the essentiar 
qualities of tone, action and durability, which arc demanded by 
musicians and the musical public. 
M. STEINERT & SONS 
Steinert Hall 1'62 Boylston Street 
., 
~•11111111111a111111111111c111111111111a111111111111c1111m11111c,m11111111a111111111111am111111111a1111u111111"= 
~ LADIES IN THE ENSEMBLE-Misses Josephine Payne, Joy Leitch, Ruth a 
5 Sennott, Mildred Mann, Eugenia Renon, Genevieve Street, Mildred Ott, = 
= Polly Shaw, Sonia Kahna, Penelope Rowland. 5 
a -------------------------- § § GENTLEMEN IN THE ENSEMBLE-Burton McEvilly, Edward Larkin, ~ 
= Frank Curran, Chas. Gomez, Do'!l Knobloch, Arnold Brown, Charles = 
= = C James, Charles Watts, Allen Green, Bill Gordon, Frank Chapman, Mit- :: § chell Benson. ~ 
~1111111111a111111111111a111111111111a111111111111a111111111111a111111111111a111111111111a111111111111a111111111111c1,~ 
Tel. Kenmore 1705-06 24-Hour Service 
"In the Heart of the Theatre District" 
20TH CENTURY SYSTEM 
L======:JII DRIVURSELF~ 111==:J 
Packards, Buicks, Chryslers and Fords 
79 Providence St. Boston, Mass. 
Opposite Paine Furniture Co. 
FRASCATI 
Huntington Avenue and Irvington Street 
LUNCHEON 50c 
Antipasto 
Choice of Soups 
Choice of 3 Errtrees 
Ice Cream 
.Jelly and Whipped Cream 
Coffee 
DINNER $1.00 
Antipasto 
Ministrone or Consomme 
Steak or Chicken 
Vegetable Salad 
Spaghetti Vesuvius 
.Jelly, Whipped Cream 
Ice Cream or Demi-Tasse 
Blue Plate Special 75c 
Open from 11 A,M. to 12 P .M. Telephone Kenmore 5268 
l 94 Dartmouth St. 
Bo•ton 
Kenm.or• 7J83 
"At the Sign of The Black Goose" 
ONE VISIT CONVINCES:-
that our!iJ is delicious food-ancf that 
here is an atmosphere like that found 
among I he happy people of 
OLD ITALY 
· Come so, ne Tb ursdal for a real l 1alian 
Dinner- finely served and inimitably 
prepared. 
5.30 to 7 .30 $ I .25 th ◄• pla le 
REDUCING 
MODERN SCIENTIFIC METHODS 
Exercise, electric baths, massage, light and electro-therapy; 
women exclusively. 
HEAL TH AND BEAUTY CULTURE STUDIO 
121 NEWBURY ST. BACK BAY 4106 BOSTON, MASS , 
~ One of Our Artistic Corsages 589 BOYLSTON STREET• BOSTON Opposite Copley-Plaza : : Kenmore 2,os 
The ''CARTER'' Burns Gas ....... ~AIL 
Self Generated from Oil by its Own Heat ... ·····.,... co~!~N 
• / NOW It burns from any one of six gas burners ~·· 
producing any size flame or required heat. ,.~ 0~~n~r/:[0 ~iliG.,8; 
"-.~ Newbury St., Boston. Send coupon now. jj )Ir ./ Please send me more 
THE THERMIC GENERATING Co. . .....- information regarding 
169 NEWBURY STREET 
KENMORE 2114 
.... ...- Carter Oil Burner. 
BOSTON ........ NAME ......................................... . 
...-·ADDRESS ........................................... . 
~11111111111a111111111ma111111111111a111111111111a111111111111a111111111111a111111111111□111111111111a111111111111a1§ 
= Synopsis of Scenes = 
: ACT 1. C 
:: The Murray Mansion, Murray Hill, New York City, 1776. :: 
= (Intermission: 10 Minutes) = 
= ACT II. :: 
C Drawing Room at the Murray Mansion. The same evening. = 
:: <Intermission: 5 Minutes) 5 
§ The Murray ' ~!Jt~~Uffter the War. = 
= Synopsis of Musical Numbers :: 
: Orchestrations by Emil Gerstenberger = g ---------------------------- § 
ACT I. 
=
~=- 1 ::Heigh-Ho, L~ckaday !" .......... .................. .... ........... Mrs. Murray and Girl■ Q==-
2 War Is War ............. ... ... ... ....... ............. .. .. . ........................... Mrs. Murray and Girl■ 
3 "I Beg Your Pardon" ......................................... ... ................... .... ......... ................. . Jane and Harry 
_ 4 "Cheerio" ....... .............. ............... .. .................... ........ .......................... . Sir John and Officers -g 6 "Full Blown Roses" ....................... ..... ......... ............ ...................... Mrs. Murray, Officers and Girls § 
- 6 "The Hermits" . ........... ............... ........ .............. ..... ..................... Mrs. Murray and General Tryon -
:: 7 "Here in My Arms" ................ ............... .... ...... .............................. ... ........ ... ........... Betsy and Sir John C 
= 8 Finale . . .. ..... .. ... .. ........................... .......................... .... .......... . ....... .. . Ensemble = ~111110111111111111a11111111111101111111111110111111111111□111111111111am111111111a111111111111a111111111111a1111111;: 
I. ,'\liller InlrnducPs the "Feminine Silhou~ttc'' in Slippers 
J :A0_,w Footwear ~ode 
The "lVlarchon "-by I. Miller 
Priced $12.50 to $16.50 according to leather 
ThP .• l\'larchon .. is --o smnrt l:v I rim, so slender in li11e, 
so u I Lerly nt-w I hat a w, 1ma11 ·can· l resist it once she har-; 
SPf'Il its curved combination effect and modish strap! ... 
This L ,\I iller rreal ion sho'V11 only al Hovey's in Bost<)n 
Other I. Miller Styles al $12.50 lo $29.50 
Exclusi11ely al In Boston 
HARBOR TRIPS BY MOONLIGHT 
Day Sails Around the 
Harbor 
$1.00 
Round Trip 
For further information 
write "Virginia" 105 
Mountfort St., City or 
(After-Theatre Parties Arranged) 
EXPRESS CRUISING 
LAUNCH 
VIRGINIA 
Accommodates 75 
Passengers 
Launch May Be Chartered 
By Private Parties. Cold 
Drinks, if Desired 
"Virginia" c/ o So. Boston Yacht Club Tel. Kenmore 2693 Hancock 6884 
G1LMOURRorttERY & Co. 
INSURANCE 
forty Broad Street IJo.-.tor• 
IN THE HEART OF THE THEATRE DISTRICT 
ROMA MODERN RESTAURANT 
Italian and American Cooking 
All Food:s Cooked on the Premi:s~ 
52 Elliott Street, Boston (Cor. Broadway and Park Sq.) 
One Flight up - - - - - - - Phone Beach 2418 
"Heal Your Home wilh Oll" 
S & K BURNER 
PATENTED 
Saves Time, Labor and Money 
Coal worries are banished forever. Noiseless operation as a result of scientific 
No As.hes to be carried out. construction. 
N~u~~~t to be cleaned from furnace and Injects Steam into combustion chamber to 
Automatic Thermostat Control insures even burn up all carbon or soot--a unique 
heat, when needed, without waste. patented feature not found in any burner 
N O wearine- parts. of this class. 
Gas and electricity not required. S & K Burner is economical and depend-
Control ope1,ates from upper room■. able at all times. 
INSTALL THIS BURNER - Your Time is Worth Money 
.------a.fore and After the Theatre Go To--------------------a 
"A Beautiful Restaurant" 
The New Shanghai 
35 Scollay Square 
Select Chinese and American Dishes 
Served at All Hours 
DINE DANCE 
Luncheon 11 A.M. - 2.30 P.M. Dinner 5.30 - 8 PM 
Supper Served Until 1 A.M. 
Music by SHANGHAI Charleston Orchestra 
No Cover Charge ... 
. :Ill II IIIIClllll 1111111 C 1111111111 IIC I 1111111111 IC 111111111111 Cl 111111111 IIC 111111 IIIIIIC 11111111111 ICI 1111111 IIIICII IIJ:: 
: ACT II. : 
C 1 Gavotte ............................................................................................................................ Officera and Girla : 
:: (The Gavotte arranged by John Murray Anderson) C 
: 2 'Td Like to Hide It" ...................... ............................. .......... ....................... ............... Betsy and Girl■ _ 
:: 3 "Where the Hudson River Flows" .................. . Mrs. Murray, Howe, Tryon, Officer■ and Girl■ = § : ::gr3 E~:u:~i:~::::.~.~·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:···.:.:.:.:.:.· .. · .. :.:.:.:.:.:.· . :.· .. · .. · .. ·:··.··.··.:.· .. · . ·:··.·:··.·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:· --·_':··.··.··.·:~·~ ~~t:•.~:::!1~-lr::nd -~~ ~i~i! ~ 
~ 6 "Sweet Peter" ........... cs·j;~~i~ity .. D~~~~ ... by .. M~'. .. Cb~·ri~· ··Ben·n-1::tm~arry, Officers and Girl■ Q 
: 7 "Here's a Ki88" ..... .. ............................................................................. Betsy and Sir John = 
: ACT III. : 
a i ~;~i~!if .. ·.·.·· ··· ··.·.··.··.·.·.·.·.·.··.·.·.r.·.·.·.·.·.·.··.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·_-.·.·.·.·_-.·_-.·.·.·.·.·.·_-.·_-_-.·_-.·.·.·.- .·.-.·.·.·.-.- .-.-.-.·.-.-.-.. .-.-.-.·.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.- .-.-.·.-.-:.·.·.-.-.-.·.-.-.- .-.-.-.-.·.··.··.·.-.-.-.-.-.-.·.·.-.-.-.-.·.-.-.·.-.-.·.~ -n~~~; ~ 
.ii1111a111111111111a111111111111c111111111111c1m11111111a111111111111c111111111111a111111111111a111111111111a11111111,; 
The Steinway, Steinert and Jewett pianos and the Victrolas used in this theatre exchnively 
are furnished by M. Steinert & Sons, Steinert Hall, 162 Boylston Street, Boston. 
DRINK 
SHAM-RIC ·KY 
-Trade Mark-
" It, S Different" 
AT ALL SODA FOUNTAINS 
ALSO BOTTLED IN BEVERAGE FORM 
Order a Case from. your Local Dealer 
ORINGER MFG. CORP., Boston 
List of N. E. Bottlers of SHAM-RICKY 
Sim1>~on Sprins, South Easton 
Coleman & Keatln&, Boston 
A. J. Hayward, l,Junfteld 
Shea Bevera1e Co., Newbur:n,ort 
Lovers. Leap, Lynn 
Blatchford Bro■.• Olouceater 
New York Bottlina, Waltham 
Framinir;bam Bottllna,. J'r&DWIS-
ham 
Metropolitan Bottllns, Roxbury 
M. T. Dw,-er & Co., Clinton 
White Eade Bottlinl' , E-rerett 
Beaudoin Bros. Bottlina, Leom-
ister 
Thoma, Brazell Bott.. Gardner 
KelL,' ■ Bott11n1 Co., Worce■ter 
Athol Bott11n1 Co., Athol 
J. L. Panell■ Bottlinl', H7anni■ 
PuritJ' Bel'. Bottllu, Bnerhlll 
Lawrence Bu. Co., Lawrence 
Sprlns:lleld Bottlina Co., Spriq-
fteld 
P. J. Cray Bottllns Co .• Holyoke 
Chicopee Soda Company, Ch1co1>ee 
Cop ea Bottlini Co., Taunton 
New Bedford Bottlini Work■, 
New "Bedford 
C. & G. Baile,- Bottlin&, Fall 
River 
Phoenu: Sprlnc Dottlinc Co .• 
ShlrleJ' 
NEW HilIPSB.IRE 
Boynton Bottllni' Co., PortlmouUl 
Robinson Bro■•• DoTer 
St. Hillare, Somer■worlh 
Proftle Beveracea Co., Manche■ter 
MAINE 
Summit Sprina Bott11n1, J'air• 
fl.eld 
The Vincent CompallJ', Auburn 
Glenwood Sprtn1 Bottll.na, Au-
guata 
Mineral Sprln& Soda, Watenllle 
Coca Cola Bottl1n& Co., l!lprlnanl• 
Coca Cola Bottllna Co., Bldd■rord 
Cooa Co~ Bottinc Oo., Ponl.llld 
RHODE ISLAND 
Ea11le Bottlin1 Worka, Warren 
King Bottlinr Work■, W111t11rL, 
Warwick Bottlinl' Work■, War-
wick 
Batchelor' ■ Bottllna Worka, 
Woonsocket 
CONNECTICUT 
Thread CitJ" Bottllnr Worka, 
Wllllmantic 
Lafayett1 Bottlinc Co., New Bri-
tain 
Bacon Bottun1 Co., Hartrord 
C. Mascola Bottltu Worn, 
Waterbur7 
Pequot Benrare CompallJ', N-
London 
Atlantic Bottllnr Worll:1, N1w 
Haven 
Portland Bottlln1 Worll:1, Portland 
Sllnr S1>rln1 Bottlinl Co., 
Stamford 
Greater Ne" York Bottllnc Co., 
Brld1epor& 
1829 
FLANNEL TROUSERS 
Cleansed and Refinished 
GOLF CLOTHES 
A Careful Cleansing Makes 
Many an Old Suit Presentable 
QUALITY WORK QUICK SERVICE 
NEWTON NORTH 5700 
BACK BAY 3900 
LEWANDOS 
1926 
Cleansers D:yers Launderers 
t.b4 Boylston Street 29 State Street 
Watertown I Galen Street (at works) 
··YOU CAN RELY ON LEWAN DOS 
••what harrnonyo/rnusic 
is to the ear. a beautiful 
figure ia to the eye" 
367 
Boylston 
Street, 
:llllCIUIIIIIIIIICIIIIIIIIIIIICIIIIIIIIIIIICIIIIIIIIIIIIClfllllllllllCIIIIIIIIIIIICIIIIIIIIIIIICIIIIIIIIIIIICIIIIIIIII~ g Miss Ford's costumes by Schneider-Anderson. : 
= All other costumes by Brooks Costume Co., except those of the third act which are by = 
: Eaves Costume Co. : 
= Wigs by Hepner. Hats by Lyness. = 
: Shoes by I. Miller & Sons. Hosiery by Nat Lewis. C 
-□ Scenery made by T. B. McDonald Construction Co. = 
- Painted by Pogany-Teichner Studios. : § Electrical effects by Display Stage Lighting Co. § 
§ For George Ford C 
a===_ t~:~:nsri:~··Mani{ii~r·.·.·.-.·.· ...· .. .-: ...... ·........... ........................ · ..  ·.·.·.·.·.·.· .. .-....... ·... ·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·:.·.·.·.·.·.·:.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·:.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.~i~~:o;a~ci~ITI~ §===_ 
Master Carpenter ... .... ... ........... ... .......... ... ............ .... .... .. .. ... ...... ....... ... ....... ... ... ..... .. .. ...... .... Arthur M.aufrais 
Assistant Car,L>enter .. .. .. .. .. ..... ..... .. ..... ....... .. .. ...... ............ ..... ... ..... ... ............ .......................... .. H. Griffith 
Master EJectrician ..................... ........ ......... .. .. ............ .. ............ .... ...... .. .. .... .. ..... ....... ....... ... .... William Butler 
=-- Proverty Master ... .... .... .... .... ... ......... ... ... .. ... .. .... ... ..... .... .... .......... .... .. ..... ... ... ........... · ............... ... .. L. L. Smith -□ 
Assistant Electrician ........... ... ... ..... .................. .... .... .... .. .... ...... .. .... ...... ........... .......... ....... .. Harry L. Smith 0 Wardrobe Mistress ... .. ........... .. .... ... .. .. .... ..... .......... .. ......... : ... ..... ... ..... .......... .. ................... Annette Barclay : 
= lJress Representative ..... ..... .... .......... ........................ ...... ... .. : .... .. ....... ........ .... .. .. .... ....... ..... Willard Holcomb : 
;-.JIIIIIIIIIIUCIIIIIIIIIIIICIIIIIIUIIIICIIIIIIIIIIIICIIIIIIIIIIIICIIIIIIIIIIIICIIIIIIIIIIIICIIIIIIIIIIIICIIIIIIIIIIIIC: 
Belgian Linen Knickers 
Superior ~ality 
excellent Falue 
$3.so 
Generously sized and strongly 
made of pre-shrunken Belgian 
Linen-white and natural. 
Wool Knickers 6.50 to 15.00 
S.EC.. OND FLOOR 
COFFEE 
The Flavo~ is 
Roasted In! 
Whitlf g ouse 
Barben 
TEA 
None better at 
any Price! 
Where the Fashionable Woman 
Preserves Her Beauty 
REMEMBER THE NESTLE LANOIL 
Permanent Wave Shop 
CIRCULINE METHOD 
!e!ew::eef!rWN::m«:., DJ~~t!~0 in~~c~t~a~~~-~-r -ts·~--~- -:~~~~-~-~ .. ~~~~-~ .. $ 1 5 
Every smart woman in Boston knows that the Poll Parrot Beauty Shops achieve 
an absolutely perfect permanent wave without kinks. 
All Branches of Beauty Culture at the Largest Beauty Salon in New England 
Hair Dyeinr, and Bleaching Our S pecialty 
OPEN EVENINGS 177 TREMONT STREET BEACH 1423 
41 WINTER ST., Beach 4557 10 TREMONT ROW, Baymarket 2903 
50 CHAIRS-16 BOOTHS. NO WAITING 
The Stage Door 
The Stage Door at 76 Carve:1; Street 
here in Boston has wnn the splendid 
slogan:. "The Spirit of '76" for there is 
a spirit of good felowship and inti-
macy there and the particular diners 
are carried away with the rare atmoa-
phere of the place and the exception-
ally delicious home cooking. 
The place is different in every sense. 
Artistically carried out with all the 
Udetails of an old Spanish Cellar, it 
lends itself to any one who likus to get 
away from the ordinary. 
It is managed by Kendal Weaton, 
who is also the proprietor, and who 
has spent many years as a prt>ducer of 
:plays; consequently he understands 
Just how to make a picture and The 
Stage Door is a complete settine for 
menus which are set before its patron•. 
Different specialties are found there. 
Broiled chicken, chops, fillet of sole, 
and baked Virginia ham dinners, with 
a choice of clam cocktail, grapefruit 
or soup, French fried potatoes, as-
paragus, salad, short cake or ice 
cream, iced tea or coffee, ginger ale. 
( Canada Dry is 30 cents extra.) 
The cook, Mdme. Rosa Davis, has 
catered for many of the great ones 
and her strong point is serving her 
soups and poultry hot and the ushers 
render prompt and superior service. 
It really is a unique and wonderful 
place for a dinner before the theatre 
or luncheon for shoppers, business 
men and matinee patrons. 
Many of the stage inhabit this Stage 
Door and are found among its numer-
ous patrons which is rapidly becoming 
a steady clientele. Reservations are in 
order if one expects to secure just the 
location and number of covers. 
Luncheons are from 11.80 to 2.00 
p.m. and dinners from 6.30 to 8.00 
o'clock, with ari extra hour added on 
Saturday nights, and the charge for 
the Table D'Hote Lunch i1 75c a:nd th• 
Din11,r i• 'UOt 
Little Chats 
By R. Dickson Elliou 
"You'll catch a good string of trout 
if you go to the end of the road and 
tramp -15 miles through the woods un-
til you come to a brook," the fellows 
told me. But they neglected to say 
which end of the road to go to, so I 
followed the tip of an old-time fisher-
man. 
The sun was shining when Betty 
and I started out, but before we ar-
rived at the railroad crossing on the 
old back road dark clouds loomed up. 
Down the track we found the brook, 
a small secluded stream with many 
whirling pools. 
Almost as soon as I dropped my 
line into the hole near the railroad 
embankment, I pulled out a speckled 
beauty. Prospects looked good for a 
fine trout supper. 
It had started to rain, so Betty went 
back to the car and I started upstream 
through the maze of undergrowth and 
twisted alders. Whirling pools and 
swirling eddys around rocks were al-
most sure to hide another trout-and 
the way they came out after the bait 
was a joy known only to the heart of 
a true "Isaac Waltman." 
For two~ hours I enjoyed myself-
and got wetter and wetter from the 
pouring rain. But the fish were biting 
good and I had the start of a fine 
mess. 
Then I heard the horn of the car 
blowing and answered. I started back, 
fishing down stream. Again the horn 
blew and again I answered. Then the 
horn blew continuously, one long 
blast after another. 
Something must be wrong! I started 
back on the run-crashing through 
the wet underbrush-heedless of the 
showers of water dumped down my 
neck as I brushed against the alders. 
Out to the open-down the railroad 
track as fast as I could run-then-
oh "stars, dashes and exclamation 
points," nothing wrong at all. Just 
human nature again. With nothing to 
read and nothing to do for amusement 
a woman won't wait-at least not 
more than a couple of hours. 
1111111i1111111111111111111111111111111m111111m-11111111111111m11111111111m111111111111111m1 
DOTEN-DUNTON 
OFFICE FURNITURE . 
1 he Standard of Comparison, 
FOR over thirty years, the Doten-Dunton trade mark 
on office furniture has stOQd 
for leadership-in range and 
beauty of design, craftsman-
ship, and sterling quality of 
m~terials. · 
Our service includes every de-
tail of the selection, arrange- · . 
. ment and installation of the 
right appointments for every 
depir~ment of your offices 
DOTEN-DUNTON DESK CO. 
3 2. FRANKLIN STR.BHI', BOSTON 
111111111111111111111111111111111111111!1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 
- , 
B.EAUrlFUI. RESTAURANT 
•84 Wuh111•ton StTe~• 
Slifpot Chiu,,. .. ""'I ""mrriooo 
1JiiohM. ,",,..rveil Ht 1111 I,, ,urs. 
Ounr,. nrul I) ; ,.,. 
Lon.c;a..n-1 I 11.w . "' 2.JO µ m . lJi,_...._ 10 IA) 8 p ffl 
~ ..,. __ , u,.,., 
...... ht 
M ■■leJar•p-•■ 
<'harl• .. o.ta■nra 
NoC-..Char• .. • 
PENNELL-GIBBS & 
QUIRING CO. 
Wall Papers, Drapery and 
Upholstery Work 
Palo tini and Decoratina 
Wall PaneHn& 
Terturin& and Mottl~ 
183-205 CLARDENDON ST .• BOSTOl'I 
Safety First 
"Ah can't come to wuk dis mawnin' 
boss," a hardware man's colored porte; 
informed him on the telephone. "One 
ob de chillun's got smallpox, an' us is 
all quarel)teed in." 
"That's too bad, Mose," replied the 
dealer. "Are you being careful to pre-
vent it from spreading among the rest 
of your family?" 
"Ah sho' am!" was the emphatic re-
sponse. "Us is all drinkin' outen one 
ob dem sanitary cups."-Tid Bit8. 
ENDICOTI HOTEL 
8ht to 82nd Streets and Columbu11 Ave. 
NEW YORK CITY 
FIREPROOP 
A500 room hotel in a most desirable residen-
tial section. Opposite beau-
tiful Central Park. Hudson 
River and Riverside Drive 
nearby. Enjoy the delight-
ful Sun Parlor and excellent 
Restaurant in addition to the 
most comfortable accommo-
dations. Transit facilities 
at door permit rapid access to 
any part of town. An econ-
omical stay may be planned 
and a pleasant sojourn antici-
pated when reservations are 
made ctt Hotel Endicott. 
DAILY RATES 
Room with Ruonir,g Water 
(for one) $2.00-$2.50 
Double Room with Runnins Water 
(for two) $3.00 
Room with Private Bath 
(for one) $2.:50-$3.00 
Double Room with Private Bath 
(for two) $3.50-$4.00-k.50 
Two Room Suites +oo- 5.00- 6.oo 
NO HIGHER RATES 
ONE OF THB TWBLVB 
Manger Hore1s 
IN NEW YORK CITY 
Advertising to be Effective 
Must be Read 
DO you read The Globe, The Herald, The Post, The American, The Christian Science Monitor, The Trav-eler? How many pages of Th.e Transcript do you read 
on Wednesday night or Saturday and Sunday? 
Do you read Printers' Ink, The Shoe & Leather Reporter, 
The Daily News Record, Boston News Bureau, The New 
York Commercial, The Textile Review, The National Hard-
ware Bulletin? 
Do you read The Atlantic Monthly, The Saturday Evening 
Post, The Cosmopolitan, The Red Book, The Forum, Worlds 
Work, Ladies Home Journal, The Golfers Magazine, Field & 
Stream, Sportsmans Magazine, The Outlook, The Poultry 
Magazine, Scribners, Harpers, House & Garden, The 
Nation? 
With ·newspapers of forty-eight pages, magazines of two 
hundred pages or more, trade journals and financial papers 
of almost every size, how much time has a man or woman 
left to live or play golf or keep house or go shopping? 
The answer is obvious, it is absolutely impossible to read 
even a small part of the flood of printed matter that is born 
and thrown on an unsuspecting world every day, so you read 
as little as possible and then only what interests you-The 
stock market, the daily murder, the department store news, 
who won the tennis match or the ball game or the golf tour-
nament, whether or not Florida is having some more bad 
weather so you won't feel sorry for yourself up here in the 
snow and who won the coal strike. 
You do not go to the theatre to read the advertising but 
there are the intermissions and the time prior to the rise of 
the curtain when, aside from casual conversation, there is 
practically nothing to do. You are free from domestic cares 
and business responsibilities and while you are in this atti-
tude of mind the opportunity is provided you to read the 
advertising without tresP,assing upon or diverting you from 
the object of the evening, the Play. It is then the advertiser 
delivers his message, delivers it without intruding upon 
your diversion, delivers it when you want it, when your 
mind is receptive. 
That is why the leading business houses in Boston have 
used the Theatre Program Advertising in Boston year after 
year because they know that advertising to be effective must 
be read. 
GRIFFIN-SMITH, Inc. Beach 9461 
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EXIT PLANS 
....., ~ 
TREMONT .THEATRE 

EMIL JANNINGS and LYA DE PUTTI 
IN 
'""VARIETY" .. 
rw ... away tile plc:tme seualloa of the ,eu 
NEXT WEEK 
• 
PUBLIX THEATRES Presents 
. METROPOLITAN PROGRAM 
WEEK BEGINNING SATURDAY, AUG. 21, 1926 
-i-
OVERTURE 
"PAGLIACCI" 
by Leoncavallo 
Played by the Metropolitan Grand Orchestra 
Nathaniel Finston, General Music Director 
Joseph Klein, Mu1'ical Director 
NEXT WEEK -"VARIETY" 
- 2-
METROPOLITAN NEWS WEEKLY 
News and Views of the Day 
NEXT WEEK - "V ARIETY"-The Spice of Life 
- 3-
James A. Fitzpatrick presents 
STEPHEN FOSTER 
One of the Famous Music Master Series 
with 
- 4-
THE METRO POLIT AN ENSEMBLE 
Playing a prelude and postlude 
NEX'f WEEK - "VARIETY"- The Year's Sensation 
- 5-
DEL CASTILLO 
at the Metropolitan Organ playing 
"ANIMAL CRACKERS" 
NEXT WEEK-"V ARIETY" 
A GREATER MOVIE SJ 
NEXT WEEK 
"VARIETY" 
Emil Jannings and Lya de Putti 
The Screen Sensation of the Year 
- 6-
PUBt..IX THEATRES 
presents 
GEO!lGE BEBAN 
in 
"THE LOVES OF RICARDO" 
A MOTION PICTURE A D SPOKE DRAMA COM BINED 
CAST: 
Ricardo Vitelli (Grocery Man) ___________ GEORGE BEBAr 
Annetta (His Ward) _______________________ Amille Milaine 
Steve Randall (The Bridegroom) ___________ Monte Collin, Jr. 
Marco Martinelli (The Banker) _______________ Albano Valerio 
Flora Martinelli (His Wife) ___________________ Meeka Aldrich 
Tony Villano (Friend of Ricardo) ______________ Signor Frondi 
Mike Ferrera (An Italian eccentdc) ________ ____ Guilio Cortesi 
Marie Ferrera (His Wife) __ • _____________ Mrs. Guilio Cortesi 
"Skeets" Riley (A Pool Expert) ___________ E. E. MacLeod, Jr. 
"Hap" McGuire (The "best" man) _____________ Norman Ives 
Madge Anderson (McGuire's "steady") ________ Helen Huntoon 
Mayme O'Neil (A Charleston dancer) _________ "Happy" Dunn 
Lilian Butler (Riley's "steady") _____ __________ Estelle DeBarr 
Jack Murphy (From Poolroom)__ _ _ _ _ _ ________ Jack Howard 
Rosette Granucci (Guest of Ricardo) ______________ Rosa Vega 
Veronica Bartola (Guest of Ricardo) _________ Maria Barbarita 
Mary Castruccia (Guest of Ricardo) _________ Wenonah Forgay 
J Don Buffington Tarantella Dancers _______________________ l Natalie Supervia 
0 Sole Mio, Sung by ________________________ Edward Jardon 
Musical Director, F. Camacho Vega 
AND 
GEORGE BEBAN'S NEAPOLITAN STRING ORCHESTRA 
Piano-Accordionist_ ______________________ Tomasso Barbarita 
Violin and Mandolin __________________________ James Lipari Guitar ___________________________________ ___ Charles Lipari 
Mandola _____ ___ __ __ _______________ ________ Vincent Lipari 
- 7-
Screen Comedy 
LLOYD HAMILTON 
in 
"JOLLY TARS" 
Program Subject to Change 
Floral Decorations Foyers and Lobbies by Penn the Flori t 
~ASON ALL ITS OWN 
WEEK OF SEPT. 4th 
GILDA GRAY 
on the Stage and on the Screen 
"ALOMA OF THE SOUTH SEAS" 
Phidelah Rice Player 
PHIDELAH. RICE PLAYHOUSE 
BREWSTER AVENUE 
EAST CHOP 
SUMMER SEASON, 1926 
Phidelah Rice School 
Of The Spoken Word 
--- - -
DO YOU KNOW that students 
come to this little school on Martha's 
Vineyard from practically every State 
in the Union, travelHng three thous, 
and miles and more to take advant, 
age of opportunities here offered ? 
HA VE YOU EVER thought that there 
1s an opportunity here for the sons and 
daughters of our Vineyard people which is 
being overlooked ? 
THREE FOUR WEEK SESSIONS .. 
Enrollments now being received for the August 
session which opens July 26th. 
Pennep's Barber Shop 
Island House Annex Circuit Ave., Oak Bluffs 
A permanently established. modern equipped barber 
shop, to serve the people of Martha's Vineyard 
Cleanliness- Courtesy and Service 
FOUR EXPERT OPERATORS IN ATTENDANCE 
M. C. HOYLE M.H.HOYLE 
Hoyle & Company 
Dry Goods, Boots, Shoes, Clothing, 
Gent's Furnishings, Hats, Caps, 
Bathing Goods, Sport Clothes and 
Tennis Goods. 
Oak Bluffs Leading Store 
HERALD B UILDI NG 
Tel. 69-3. Oak Bluffs, Mass .. 
EBEN D. BODFISH 
Martha's Vineyard Real Estate 
· "ASK EBEN" 
William A. Colby, Surveyor 
OAK BLUFFS, MASS. 
PHONE 209 
What You Want When You Want It 
A '1, THE 
PUBLIC l\1ARJ-{:ET 
Everything in Groceries & Meats 
ALLEY BROS . 
Montgomery Square OAK BLUFFS Phone 209 
''N _- ot So Bad" 
By Frances A . F. Sal tonstall 
.ti- THE CAST .t1-
(r1 ORDER OF APPEARA CE) 
Mrs. Herbert Markham, lwstess ........... . _ .......... Pauline Roberts 
Mrs. Hobbs, Mrs. Markham's mother, aged 70 .. ....... Ella DeVany 
James, the butler ........................................... David Dahl 
Kitty Ransom, a guest .... . .............................. . Vera Tatum 
Harriett Wilson, a guest .............................. . Harriette Long 
Louis~ Markham, Mrs. Marklu1,m's daughter ...... ... Noreen Cathey 
Ethel Griscom, a guest ................................. Elizabeth Hunt 
Willard Hazard, a guest .............................. . John McDowell 
Tom Witherspoon, a guest ............................. \ all ace Acton 
Jimmy Tweed. a guest ...... ............. . ........... Clinton Sundberg 
Morris Hunter, aguest .......... .. .. .................... David Russell 
Mr. Markham, the lwst ................................. . Harold Beane 
Mr. Betts, an unbidden guest, aged 71 ...... .......... . Paul Blackwell 
Edward, second 111,an ............... ............. . .... tanl y Pillsbury 
Sophy, parlor ma-id . ............ . ....... . .......... Tryphena Burbank 
ridget, the cook ...... .......... . ........... . ........... Edith Asplund 
1 ora, the kitchen maid ............................. . Elizabeth Stevens 
Messenger, from Western Union ...................... George plevin 
Y OPSI 
Prologue 
Scene in the living room of Mr. Markham camp m .. ew 
Hamp hire, a July 3rd of any year. 
Act I. 
The same, the next m ming. 
ct II. 
The same. cene 1-Four days later. cen 2-Evening 
of the ame day. 
.TAFF 
Lighting-Margery mall dvcrti ing-Paul Blackwell 
Properti - John 1cDow 11 
oeveloping, Flrinting and &nlarging 
@f tbe :tSctter <Srabe 
For best results leave your films with us as soon as possible 
after exposure. 
W. H. WAGNER 
OAK BLUFFS, MASS. 
OPPOSITE EAGLE THEATRE 
MANICURING 
MISSES MILLER 
HAI RD RESS I NG 
Darling's 
, For 20 Years The Best 
NORTH BLUFF 
CIRCUIT AVE, EXT. OAK BLUF"FS, M ASS. 
MRs. A. C. SMITH 
OAK BLUFFS, 
• 
MASS. 
DEPARTMENT STORE 
Next Week 
Thursday and Friday -- Aug. 5 -- 6 
DOUBLE PROGRAM 
"Th e Valiant" 
By Holworthy Hall and Robert Middlemass 
One of the strongest and most intensely dramatic plays eyer 
written. 
Some of the actors in this cas t have appeared professionally 
many times in this same play. 
"The Old Lady Shows Her ·Medals" 
By J. M. Barrie 
The noted critic Richard Burton says, "The greatest one act 
play in the English language. 
Our patrons will be pleased to know that Mr. Rice 1s to 
appear in this play as "Kenneth Dowey." 
MTHE WONpER THEATRE ·. ETR.OPOLITAN 
• • .. • I►. • 
IN 
...CVARIETY",__ 
P• uc1 1w17 lhe picfvre sensation of the re• 
NEXT WEEK 
... 
Phidelah Rice Players 
PHIDELAH. RICE PLAYHOUSE 
BREWSTER AVENUE 
EAST CHOP 
SUMMER SEASON, 1926 
I 
Phidelah Rice Players 
PHIDELAH RICE PLAYHOUSE 
BREWSTER AVENUE 
EAST CHOP 
SUMMER SEASON, 1926 
"The Home of Qualitp" 
CANDIES 
ICE CREAM REG . TRADE MARK 
SALTED NUTS 
CAKE 
JOHN E. WHITE 
President 
STEPHEN C. LUCE, JR. 
Cashier 
The Martha's Vineyard National Bank 
VINEY ARD HA VEN, MASS. 
Commercial Department 
Savings Department 
Trust Department 
Safe Deposit Department 
Pennep's Barber Shop 
Island House Annex Circuit Ave., Oak Bluffs 
A permanently established, modern eqmpped barber 
shop, to serve the people f fart ha's Vineyard 
Cleanliness- Courtesy and Service 
FOUR EXPERT OPERATOR IN ATTEND ANCE 
M. C. HOYLE M. H. HOYLE 
Hoyle & Company 
Dry Goods, Boots, Sh oes, Clothing, 
Gent's F urnishing , Hats, Caps, 
Bat hing Goods, Sport Clothes and 
Tennis Goods. 
Oak Bluffs Leading Store 
HERALD BUILDING 
Tel. 69-3. Oak Bluffs, Mass. 
EBEN D. BODFISH 
Martha's Vineyard Real Estate 
"ASK EBEN" 
William A. Colby, Surveyor 
OAK BLUFFS, MASS. 
PHONE 209 
What You Want When You Want It 
A'1, THE 
PUBLIC MARKET 
Everything in Groceries & Meats 
ALLEY BROS. 
Montgomery Square OAK BLUFFS Phone 209 
' ' YOUA D I" 
By Philip Barry 
· Produced by special arrangement with Samuel French of New York 
.;1, THE CAST .;1-
(rn ORDER OF PPEAR CE) 
Veronica Duane ...................................... Elizabeth Hunt 
Roderick White ...........•....•................... Clinton Sundberg 
Nancy White ............................................ Harriet Long 
Maitland White ......................................... Stanley Pratt 
Etta••••• ...................•.................. ....... ••••• •Vera Tatum 
G. T Warren ...... r ........ ........................ John McDowell 
Geoffrey ichols ...................................... Wall ace Acton 
CE E 
Act I. The library of the White's country home in Mount 
Kisco, W cstchcstcr County, ew York. A late September evening. 
Act II. The "Studio" in th · attic, an afternoon the following 
May. 
Act III. "The tudio" later the same evening. 
Staged and produced un ler the personal direction of 
MR. DoN WHEELER 
STAFF 
Lighting-Margery Small Advertising-Paul Blackwell 
Properties-David Russell 
Beveleping, jlrintiQg and £enlarging 
©f tbe J3ctter Grabe 
For best results leave your films with us as soon as possible 
after exposure. 
W . H .. WAGNER 
OAK BLUFFS, MASS. 
OPPOSITE EAGLE THEATRE 
MANICURI N G 
MISSES MILLER 
HAIRDRESSING 
.. 
NORT H B L U FF 
C I RCU IT AVE. EXT. O A K BL.UFFS, M ASS . 
Darling's 
For 20 Years The Best 
MRs. A. c _ SMITH 
OAK BLUFFS, 
MASS 
· DEPARTMENT STORE 
_ Phidelah _Rice Players 
I . 
PHIDELAH RICE PLAYHOUSE 
BREWSTER AVENUE 
EAST CHOP 
SUMMER SEASON, 1926 
"The Home of Qualitp" 
CANDIES 
ICE CREAM REG. TRADE MARK 
SALTED NUTS 
CAKE 
JOHN E. WHITE 
President 
STEPHEN C. LUCE, JR. 
Cashier 
The Martha's Vineyard National Bank 
VINEY ARD HA VEN, MASS. 
Commercial Department 
Savings Department 
Trust Department 
Safe Deposit Department 
Penne-p's Barber Shop 
Island House Annex Circuit Ave., Oak Bluffs 
A permanently established, modern equipped barber 
shop, to serve the people of Martha's Vineyard 
Cleanliness-Courtesy and Service 
FOUR EXPERT OPERATORS IN ATTENDANCE 
M. C. HOYLE M.H.HOYLE 
Hoyle & Company 
Dry Goods,. Boots, Shoes, Clothing, 
Gent's Furnishings, Hats, Caps, 
Bathing Goods, Sport Clothes and 
Tennis Goods. 
Oak Bluffs Leading Store 
HERALD BUILDING 
Tel. 69-3. Oak Bluffs, Mass. 
EBEN D. BODFISH 
Martha's Vineyard Real Estate 
"ASK EBEN" 
William A. Colby, Surveyor 
OAK BLUFFS, MASS. 
PHONE 209 
What You Want When You Want It 
A'I.' THE 
PUBJ~IC MARJ~ET 
Everything in Groceries & Meats 
ALLEY BROS. 
Montgomery Square OAK BLUFFS Phone 209 
Harr1-let 
By William Shakespeare 
Given in Modern Dress 
.;1,· THE CAST .;1, 
( TN ORDER OF APPEARANCE) 
Claudius, King of Denmark .............................. E. S. Pratt 
Gertrude, Queen of Denmark, and mother to Hamlet. .Harriet Long 
Hamlet, son to the late, nephew to the present king .. Phidelah Rice 
Horatio, friend to Hamlet .......................... Clinton Sundberg 
Marcellus, an officer .................................. John McDowell 
Ghost of Hamlet's father. . . ............................ Wallace Acton 
Ophelia, daughter to Polonius ........................ Noreen Cathey 
Polonius, lord chamberlain .......................... Joseph Reynolds 
Rosencrantz } C . . ............................... David Russell 
. ourtters Gutldenstern ................................ Wall ace Acton 
Laertes, son of Polonius ............................... Paul Blackwell 
First grave digger .......... : ............................... David Dahl 
Second grave digger .................................... Wallace Acton 
A Priest. ....................... . ..................... Joseph Reynolds 
Osric .................................................... Wall ace Acton 
Players-Harold Beane-Vera Tatum-Forrest Roberts-Ella DeVany 
Lords, Ladies and Attendants. 
T}Je action is laid in and about the royal palace at Elsinore. 
Staged and produced under the personal direction of 
MR. DoN WHEELER 
STAFF 
Lighting-Margery Small , Advertising-Paul Blackwell 
Properties-David Russell 
Bevelaping, Ic>rintirrn and Ecnlarging 
©f tbe 3J3ctter Grabe 
For best results leµ.ve your fi lms with us as soon as possible 
after exposure. 
W. H . WAGNER 
OAK BLUFFS, MASS. 
OPPOSITE EAGLE THEATRE 
MAN ICURING 
MISSES MILLER 
HAIRDRESSING 
NORTH B LUFF 
'CIRCUI T AVE . EXT. OAK 6LUFFS, MASS . 
Darling's 
For 20 Years The Best 
MRS. A . C . SMITH 
OAK BLUFFS. 
MASS 
DEPARTMENT STORE 
We wish to take this opportunity to thank 
our patrons for their splendid patronage and 
co ... operation in helping to make our little 
theatre a success. We have inprospect an 
even better repertory of plays for the 
1927 season. 
--------------------~-·------~--------------
Having enjoyed the dramatic season of 1926 offered by the 
Phidelah Rice Players and wishing it continued during the 
summer of 1927, I hereby give my approval to the idea and 
subscribe for ...... season tickets, the subscription to be paid at the 
opening of next season. It is understood that this is not a pledge 
having legal status but rather a statement of my intention. 
Name ••................. . ........................ 
Address ...............•.................••. 
Phidelah Rice Players 
PHIDELAH RICE PLAYHOUSE 
BREWSTER AVENUE 
EAST CHOP 
SUMMER SEASON, 1926 
Phidelah Rice Players 
PHIDELAH RICE PLAYHOUSE 
BREWSTER AVENUE 
EAST CHOP 
SUMMER SEASON, 1926 



Miss Heleu Morrow was hostesb 
at a delightful house party last 
week at Daytona Beach. A group 
o[ her girl friends were guests at 
the .\1:orrow summer home and 
sp~nt a happy week before the 
011e:1ing of school. The party re-
t uraed yesterday. Three of the 
J?:irls, Miss Marion Youngs, Miss 
Charlotte Steinhaus and Miss Helen 
:\lorrow. will enter Rollins this year. 
The other guests were Misses 
Helen and Ruth Rowe and ~iss 
Josephine Houghten, Mrs. Stein-
haus and Mrs. Morrow chaperoned 
the party. 
11:iss Hele11 Morrow was hostesi; 
at a delightful house party last 
"eek at Daytona Beach. A group 
of her girl friend:, were guests at 
the :.\1orrow summer home and 
sp.::nt a happy wc,elc before the 
ope~1ing of school. The party re-
t umed yesterday. Three of the 
girls, Miss Marion Youngs, Miss 
Charlotte Steinhans and Miss Helen 
1\torrow, will enter Rollins this year. 
'rl1e other guests were Misses 
Helen and Ruth Rowe and ~iss 
Josephine Houghtcn, Mrs. Stein-
bans and Mrs. Morrow chaperoned 
the party. 
11 0RLANDO'S FAVORITE SHOPPING PLACE" 
May 10, 1926. 
Dear as Steinhans: 
Mr Ives has just given me the names 
of the different Seniors who Vlill be here Saturday 
and asked me to select the ones with whom I 
would like to work. 
ill you team-up with me? 
You will find me in the oments Dress 
Department, Second floor. He told us that you 
would be in the store sometimes lednesday to inspect 
the offerings for Saturday. ill you come by and 
see me this ednesday afternoon? 
Qordi lly yours/)_ 
Frank fright 1/-Y 
Dress Department 
" ORLANDO'S FAVORITE S H OP PING PL AC E" 
llay 19, 1928. 
Dear iss Steinhaus: 
Thank you for your good work here 
Saturday. We hope the Seniors enjoyed the 
day as muoh as we did. 
The sales for O.H,S. Day more than 
fulfilled our expectations and netted th·e 
Seniors a. sum which pleased us immensely. 
We hope that you will feel thor-
oughly at home here now. Come often and 
browse around to your heart's content. 
Plans have been made to help you 
assemble correct and fashionable costumes 
for your graduation. Everything is ready. 
Won't you oome in soon? 
Cordially yours, 
Dickson-Ives Company 
4_~ ~~ 
Sidney Ives III 
Advertising Manager 
I .I 
-----·-
• 

--- --

Program 
'The Play[ ul 'Tigers 
Presented by Orlando Senior High School 
Vocal Solo 
Dance 
Orchestra 
Betty at the Base Ball Game 
In Days of Old 
Francis Scudder 
The Four Graces 
Eloise Flander 
Pauline Bennett 
Mr. Allison 
Ruth Greenwold 
Katherine Welch 
Annabel Anderson 
Mary D. Mann 
Moonlight Melody Makers · 
Evelyn Creek Virginia Young Lois Beack 
Edith Silly 
A Group of Italian Character Sketches; Da Leetla Boy; 
Between Two Loves; and Mia Carlotta; by Daley 
Charlotte Steinhans 
Phool Filosofy 
Dance 
George Tuttle 
The Screech Owls 
George Barker 
Mr. Allison 
Audrey Roberts 
Loraine Ferran 
Virgil Richards Julian Metzinger 
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Question and answers in examination of witnesses 
by States Attorney,Campbell Thornal. 
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MATRICULATION CARD 
I ,# ROLLINS COLLEGE 
~~ ~~La/4<? 
-----+---, --------~-----. 
1s entitled to admission to Rollins College as a 
~ student. 
Date~/;!;~ ti o, eow"s coccm 
• STUDENT MUST RETAIN THIS CARO FOR FUTURE ADMISSION. 
TWENTY-FIVE CENT FEE FOR A DUPLICATE. 
Winter. Park, Florida, Friday, October 15, 1926 
FRESHMAN RULES 
1. That when at school, Winter Park, or in Orlando, all Freshmen 
boys will be expected to wear a black t ie, and a rat cap. The girls shall 
wear around their left ankel a piece of green ribbon, and shall also wear 
a rat cap. When the cap is not on the head it shall be kept in a con, 
5picuous place. The caps shall be worn straight on the head, and shall 
not be accompanied with other decorations. In case the cap is lost a 
new cap must be obtained immediately, and some sort of hat or cap 
worn in the meantime. 
2. Freshmen shall at all times show proper respect for those 
superior in rank by touchi~g the button of his cap, and speaking. 
3. He shall do errands for upperclassmen when requested. 
4. No freshman at any time shall cross the campus green, cut cor, 
ners of campus walks, or use the portion of the walk between the comer 
by Knowles Hall and Chase. 
5. Freshmen shall have no dates at night except on Friday, Satur-
day, and Sunday nights. 
6. Freshmen shall attend all college activities, and shall take promi, 
nent part in cheering. 
7. Freshmen are to remember their place on the campus, and are 
requested to refrain from boisterous ways, and habits. He should dress 
in a conservative manner. 
8. Freshmen are expected to meet breakfast, and are not to use 
alarm clocks under any consideration. He should also attend church as 
much as once each Sunday. 
9. Rat Court will be held as often as necessary. All F-reshmen 
~hall attend unless_ excused by a member of the committee. Those brea~-
mg mles are sub1ec~ to wor~ on campus or other duties or penalties 
according to discretibn of committee by permission of administration. 
Sophomores to Redouble 
Vigilance on Freshmen 
School spirit has been a problem 
that has confronted the student body 
of colleges ever since they have ex ... 
isted. Theref qr-e many different 
a ys of creating rivalry betwe~n 
classes, and schools, have become cor, 
rect through use. A college is as 
strong as the loyalty of its students. 
Irr order to make Rollins an ideal 
small college, we must revive the old 
spirit that for th past few years has 
been slumbering peacefully under the 
mossy oaks-along the shores of 
beautiful Lake Virginia. 
Late Monday night a band of 
Sophomores with only the stars · to 
guide them, silently crept down by 
the melancholy shore where the old 
spirit was emitting dismal wails ?n a~, 
count of having been so long m his 
hideous sarcophagus. Silently they 
crept along the shore, and with un, 
bounded eagerness they sprang upon 
the animal and captured him, single, 
handed, bringing him back to share 
his renewed spirit. with the rest of 
the student body. He now resides in 
dear old · Chase, where probably . he 
lived in days of yore. We will 
strive t.o keep him under close obser ... 
vation so that never again he will 
go back into his previous ·state of dor-
mancy. His influence from now and 
evermore henceforth will guide the 
insignificant, despicable rats alor:ig 
the straight and narrow path . of vrr-
ue. If in doubt, see RAT COM, 
. lTfEE. 
V ' 
Rollins 
College 
Songs 
Alma Mater 
Set Jike a gem amid the waters blue, 
Where palms and pines their fragrant incense brew; 
Oh, Alma Mater, as the swift year runs 
Sing we thy praise; thy daughters and thy sons. 
Sons who uphold thy fair unsullied fame, 
Daughte1·s who love thine ancient honored name, 
Trne to thy colors blazoned far on high-
Gold of the sun and blue of bending sky. 
Far from thy walls, wherever we may go, 
Sti!l with a heart where loyal memories glow, 
Still with a song for Rollins ringing clear, 
Guide of our youth, 0 Alma Mater, dear. 
-Rose Mills Powers . 
Music by Homer Stanley Pope, 
~entinel Press, Orlando, 1''la. 
ROLLINS COLLIE:GE 
Wl,NTER PARK, FLORIDA 
August 11, 1926. 
Miss Ch&Tlotte Steinhans, 
9rla.nd.o, na. 
Dear Miss 'Steinhans: 
In this morning's mail oome a oertifioa.te of reoom-
T~~a.:~n b!!:mp:~ed H;~ b;o~~l EJ;:~ b~:i ;i:::~~ rt~~;d • 
wish me to sa.y to you how pleased they are to have a student 
o<f your ability enter the freshman .class • 
We are also delighted to have you because you are a 
sister of one of our graduate.s, and beoause your father has 
taken suoh a lively interest in the financing ot Rollins. 
I B1.1ggest that y u let us have your preliminary 
registration fee of ten dollars so that we may plaoe your 
name on our books and be ready for your registration. on 
September 17. 
With kind good wishes, I am 
Sincerely yours, 
A. J. Hanna, 
Chairman of Entranoe Committee. 
Rollins 
College 
Songs 
Alma Mater 
Set like a gem amid the wate1·s blue, 
Where palms and pines their fragrant incense brew; 
Oh, Alma Mater, as the swift year runs 
Sing we thy praise; thy daughters and thy sons. 
Sons who uphold thy fair unsullied fame, 
Daughters who love thine ancient honored name, 
True to thy colors blazoned far on high-
Gold of the sun and blue of bending sky. 
Far from thy walls, wherever we may go, 
Sti!l with a heart where loyal memories glow, 
Still with a song for Rollins ringing clear, 
Guide of our youth, 0 Alma Mater, dear. 
-Rose Mills Powers. 
Music by Homer Stanley Pope, 
8entinel Press, Orlando, 1''la. 
SENIOR CLASS SONG 
Dedicated to Rollins, 1917, by Prof. E. S. Palmer. 
Music composed by Helen O'Neal Palmer 
Years behind us, warmly glowing, 
G~amored lie in Mem'ry haze, 
Ever stronger, fairer growing 
Through the weaving of the days. 
Gleaming cloth of gold and azure, 
Weft and warp of life's ,design, 
This we wove of toil and pleasure, 
Clean and sparkling, pure and fine. 
Blue of Rollins, radiant color, 
Sign of faithful courage high 
Weft of life that,-never duller,-
All our lives shall underlie; 
Gold of Rollins, gleaming, royal,-
N ever tarnished, ever bright,-
Sign of honor, stainless, loyal, 
W a.rp we wove with hearts alight. 
These the threads that Rollins brought us, 
These her colors, these : her soul, 
These she gave; and, giving, taught us 
Clean and true to weave the whole 
As a web of canv~s waiting, 
For the ~~edle's careful play,. 
Storied picture slowly plaiting 
O'er its blankness day by day. 
Classmates! Pledge we Alma Mater! 
_ Pledge ourselves with purpose true; 
; Make her glor.y deeper, greater; 
Live her life of gold and blue; 
Keep her faith and show her beauty 
Through our lives' embroidered scheme, 
Interwining threads of duty 
With our love-gemmed, shining theme! 
THE DINKY LINE 
(Tune: "The Dummy Line") 
Oh, some folks say that the Dinky won't run, 
But listen, let me tell you what the Dinky done, done,-
She left Orlando at half past one 
And reached Rollins College at the setting of the sun ! 
CHORUS: 
On the Dinky Line, on the Dinky Line, 
Ride and shine on the Dinky Line 
Ride and shine and pay yo' fine, 
On the Dinky, on the Dinky, on the Dinky, Dinky Line! 
2 
Oh, the Dinky jumps the track, just like a flea,-
And that's what keep a-botherin' me,-
Makes me just as nervous as I can be 
For I don't know where I'll find eternity! 
Chorus. 
3 
Oh, the Dinky moves along like a man with one lung, 
Yet it shrieks like a kid with hot mush on his tongue, 
I guess this is the moral tho' it's never been sung, 
That the poor little thing started smoking too young! 
Chorus. 
ON THE SHORES OF LAKE VIRGINIA 
(Tune: U. S. Marine Song) 
On the shores of Lake Virginia 
"Where the oleanders blow, 
( ~ There the 'gator and the moccasin 
Go a-roaming to and fro. 
0, 'tis there my thoughts are dwelling 
l Wheresoever I may roam, For the dear 9ld Rollins campus Is my happy home sweet home! 
On the shore of Lake Virginia, 
There the two-sy couples rove, 
When the moon is on the wavelets 
And the bull-frog sings of love! 
0, 'tis there my thoughts are dwelling, etc. 
On the shores -of Lake Virginia, 
There is music all day long, 
For the jazz-hound or the classic-worm 
Life is just one grand sweet song! 
0, 'tis there my thoughts are dwelling, etc. 
On the shores of Lake Virginia 
There is just one cause for pain,-
If w.:- never had to study 
Perfect bliss we could attain. 
0, 'tis there my thoughts are dwelling, ,etc. 
J:Sut ms noble mem'ry guides us yet, 
And his name we'll not forget. 
ROLLINS GOES ROLLING ALONG 
(Tune: U. S. Artillery Song). 
1 
Year by year, day by day, 
Ii1 the same old lucky way 
G0od 0 1d Rollins keeps rolling along. 
\Ve v;ill boost, we will shove, 
Fnr the college that we love, 
So old Rollins keeps rolling along. 
CHORUS: 
Then it's hip-hoo-ray 
For the blue and gold so gay, 
Shout out the chorus loud and strong ! 
Where'er you go you will always know 
That old Rollins is rolling along 
(Shout) KEEP HER ROLLING! 
That old Rollins is rolling along. 
2 
Students come, students go 
A 11 the different kinds we know 
But old Rollins keeps rolling along. 
Some may holler and spout 
Still they don't put themselves out 
To keep Rollins a-rolling along. 
Chorus. 
3 
There are schools large and small 
Yet old Rollins beats 'em all, 
For she keeps right on rolling along! 
Let's be loyal and true 
To her flag of gold and blue, 
And let's keep her still rolling along. 
Chorus. 
tlS 
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OSCEOLA 
( Composed and dedicated to the class of 1919, Rollins 
College, by Susan Dyer.) 
1 
Long years ago lived an Indian Chief 
In the land of the palm and pine 
He was the proudest of the warrior braves 
And he came of a fighting line. 
And his was a soul that none could tame, 
Osceola was his name. 
CHORUS: 
Osceola! Osceola! 
Your dauntless spirit lingers still 
Upon the prairies, besides the waters 
Vvhere onc.e you wandered at your will. · 
Os :eola! Os ceola! 
You died for freedom so the stories say. 
All Rollins' loyal sons and daughters 
Shall sing your praise today. 
2 
Today our Alma Mater stands 
Where the great Cpief's wigwams stood, 
And our bonfires blaze by the placid lakes 
At the edg·e of,his cypress wood. 
But his noble mem'ry guides us yet, 
And his name we'll not forget. 
ROLLINS GOES ROLLING ALONG 
(Tune: U. S. Artillery Song). 
1 
Year by year, day by day, 
In the same old lucky way 
G0od 0 1d Rollins keeps rolling along. 
\\' c will boost, we will shove, 
Fnr the college that we love, 
So old Rollins keeps rolling along. 
CHORUS: 
Then it's hip-hoo-ray 
For the blue and gold so gay, 
Shout out the chorus loud and strong! 
W here'er you go you will always know 
That old Rollins is rolling along 
(Shout) KEEP HER ROLLING! 
That old Rollins is rolling along. 
2 
Students come, students go 
A 11 the different kinds we know 
But old Rollins keeps rolling along. 
Some may holler and spout 
~till they don't put themselves out 
To keep Rollins a-rolling along. 
Chorus. 
3 
There are schools large and small 
Yet old Rollins beats 'em all, 
For she keeps right on rolling along! 
Let's be loyal and true 
To her flag of gold and blue, 
And let's keep her still rolling along. 
Chorus. 
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DREXEL INSTITUTE, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania; MISS IDA I. CRAUSE. 
ELMIRA COLLEGE, Elmira, New York; MRS. LYMAN D. CRANDALL, 
and M. DOYLE MARKS, Trustees. 
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GEORGIA SCHOOL OF TECHNOLOGY, Atlanta, Georgia; PRESIDENT 
M. L. BRITTAIN. 
GREENVILLE COLLEGE, Greenville, Illinois; MISS MABEL ASPLIN, 
Alumna. 
GRINNELL COLLEGE, Grinnell, Iowa; ALBERT SHAW, Ph. D. 
HAMLINE UNIVERSITY, St. Paul, Minnesota; MISS MAE FRANKL! 
HARVARD UNIVERSITY, Cambridge, Massachusetts; DR. A. J. ABBE, 
A.B., A.M., M.D. 
HAVERFORD COLLEGE, Haverford, P e nnsylvania; SHIPLEY BROWN, 
Alumnus. 
ILLINOIS WOMAN'S COLLEGE, Jacksonville, Illinois; MRS. A. B. AN-
DERSON. 
INDIANA UNIVERSITY , Bloomington, Indiana; GEORGE E. CAR-
ROTHERS, A. B., A. M., Ph. D. 
KANSAS STATE AGRICULTNRAL COLLEGE, Manhattan, Kansas; PRO-
FESSOR JOH M. SCOTT, Alumnus. 
I 
LAFAYETTE COLLEGE, Easton, Pennsylvania; JOHN T. BAKER, 
Alumnus. 
MARRIETTA COLLEGE, Marrietta, Ohio; HARRY B. HOYT, Alumnus. 
MIAMI UNIVERSITY, Miami, Florida; PROFESSOR 0. J. SIEPLEIN. 
MILLLEBURY COLLEGE, Middlebury, Vermont; DEAN BURT HAZEL-
TINE. 
MOUNT UNION COLLEGE, Alliance, Ohio; PROFESSOR LINCOLN R. 
GIBBS, Former Professor. 
OBERLIN COLLEGE, Oberlin, Ohio; WILLIAM FREDERICK BOHN, A. 
M., D. D., Assistant President. 
OHIO WESLEYAN, Delaware. Ohio; R. J . SPRAGUE, A. B., A . M., Ph.D. 
OLIVET COLLEGE, Olivet, Michigan; WILLIAM H. HILL. 
PITTSBURGH, UNIVERSITY OF, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania; SAMUEL B. 
McCORMICK. D. D., Chancellor Emeritus. 
RANDOLPH-MACON, Ashland, Virginia; DR. J. MILLER LEAKE. 
RENSSELAER POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE, Troy, New York; A. A. 
STUAR'I', Alumnus. 
RICHMOND, UNIVERSITY OF, Richmond, Virginia; REV. W. T. HUND-
LEY, D. D., Alumnus. 
ROCHESTER, UNIVERSITY OF, Rochester, New York; DR. WARREN 
S. GORDIS, Alumnus. 
RUTGER$ UNIVFlRSI'I'Y, New Brunswick, New Jersey; REV. JAMES 
B. THOMAS, A. B., B. D., M. A., Ph. D. 
SIMPSON COLLEGE, Indianola, Iowa; MARK R. 'I'ENNANT. 
SOUTHERN COLL~GE, Lakeland, Florida; PRESIDENT LUDD M. 
SPIVEY. 
STANFORD UNIVERSITY, Stanford, California; DR. JOHN H. MILLS, 
A. B. 
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ROLLI S-THE OPE -AIR COLLEGE 
OF AMERICA 
ROLLINS is beautifully situated in a year-round outdoor climate in the high lake region of Florida. The Florida winter which re-
sembles a northern spring enables the Rollins stu-
dents to participate in outdoor sports throughout the 
year. Being situated on a chain of lakes Rollins 
students present an unusual proficiency in water 
sports which has given them the nickname of "Tars." 
The student body is notable for its health and 
robustness. ot only are the usual college sports 
such as football, basketball and baseball available 
for Rollins men, but such excellent outdoor sports 
as golf, tennis, swimming, crew, canoeing and sail-
ing are popular. 
Outdoor sports also predominate in physical edu-
cation for women. Archery, canoeing, golf, swim-
ming, tennis and hockey as well as gymnastics, 
dancing and other activities are available for the 
women students of Rollins. 
Classes are so arranged at Rollins that the period 
from 3 :30 to 5 :30 is free each afternoon for outdoor 
recreation for all students. 
Issued Quarterly; Admitted as Second-class Matter at Winter 
Park, Florida, Post Office, under Act of Congress of July, 1894. 

P1·esident Hamilton Holt 
WE VE TURE ON NEW PATHS 
W E BELIEVE at Rollins that the individual student's growth and development are the all-important things and that every 
course, both in its subject matter and its manner 
of being taught, must justify itself by deepening 
and broadening his understanding of life and en-
abling him to adjust himself more quickly and more 
naturally to the world in which he lives. This 
predicates a correlation of subjects to be studied. 
It also predicates an approximation of college life 
to the normal living of after-life. 
Rollins has shifted its emphasis and its focus of 
responsibility from faculty and administration to 
students. And because young people really accept 
responsibility very well and because they like being 
treated as adult, reasonable beings, they soon lose, 
if they have it on entrance, the average college 
student's resistance to things academic. They 
change their philosophy of learning to meet the 
change in our philosophy of teaching. They learn 
to recognize education for what we believe it should 
be; a joint adventure and a joint quest. 
-HAMILTON HOLT 
The 'RJ!,llins Conference Plan in rJlction 
T o VISIT Rollins' classrooms is to have a new experience m college methods of instruction. T he R ollins class is neither a lecture nor 
a recitation. It is a conference. The students sit in comfortable 
chairs scattered around a book-lined room or gather about a table. The 
room may be silent with everyone quietly reading or writing, or it may be 
filled with the buzz of conversation as various groups discuss the subject in 
hand. The instructor may sit still and keep quiet , being ready to help any-
one who desires help, or he may take an active part with the students in the 
discussion of the day. In general, a Rollins classroom is rather like a well-
organized business office where the boss and the helpers work together at 
the task of the day. 
DESCRIPTION OF PHOTOGRAPHS 
1. Th e P rof 13swr of J ournaUsm a11d L iterature 
acts i1i the 1·0 /e of a sympathetfo guide to his 
st1idents. 
2. T he P rofessor of B ooks ( the first in the world) 
g1tides the students in their reading and in-
stills in them a love f or good book,Y. 
3. A v isit to the P re,Y ident's home in the evenin g 
is an everyday event in the live s of R ollins 
.~tudents. 
4. C/asse.~ held out of door,q a re po.~. ·ihle t hrough-
ont t he yem·. 
5. Classes often meet on porches to take cidvan-
tage of the delight f 11,l Ji' lorida climate. 
6. A Rolli'TIS prof e,rsor holds a con/ eren ce in the 
tropical set ting of his garden. 
7. W ith the State rich in hi-stor ical resources, a 
class in history has many opportunit'ies f or 
laboratory st1tdy. I-I ere is shown a class in 
Plorida hi.Ytory vi.sitin g the 1·uin.r of t he old 
Franciscan mission at N ew Smyrna. 
8. I ndividual inst i-uction is a res1tltant adva11tage 
of th f. confere·nre v lan at R ollin s. 
9. The sculpture studio i.~ one of the newer add'i-
tions to the faci lities f or instruction in art. 
ROLLINS COLLEGE 
Where Education Is a Joint Adventure 
RJJ.1.1:--s wa, fo unded with ideals similar to those of the Xew E ngla nd institutions like Ila1·va1·,l. Yale, Am-herst. " ' illiams. Dartmouth and others. In the begin-
ning it was under the con trol of the Congregational 
Church hut is n0 II' com pletel~- undenominational although deeply 
Christian in charnder. 
Like the Stale of Florida. the College has progressed with 
the yea,·s until today it is ,·egal'( lcd as one of the most progressive 
snwll coll eges in 1\n1erica . .A recent edito rial write,· in a Florida 
pape1· wrote tha t Ro llins was the college " where something dif-
ferent is a lways i11 order." It was recent!~- stated in T1rn Cox-
O HEC1AT IOXAI.I ST that "Rollins is intelleelnally ,dl\·e and artistica l-
ly creati,·e to a legree that f'ew American co lleges are achie\' ing. " 
Four year, ago Hollins discarded the com·entional s~·stem of 
lec tures and n·citations and substituted the Conference Plan of 
Stud.,·. For ,e,·e ra l yea,·s the plan was an ex periment but after 
three ~-ears il is considered an achie\'ement. A 
question; he can he honest without being laug hed at and can 
take part in discussions without heing thought to be either ig-
norant or working for a high grade. 
One of the professors in the department of Eng lish said this: 
.. llnder the Rollins Plan, students are more alert, more 
studious; the1· have more initiative and are more reach· to as-
sume person;tl responsibilit~· for thei,· own deve lopm~nt and 
progress . The P lan develops studious hallits ... engenders 
JH11·pose. incites to industry, and makes fo,· c01\fidence, broadens 
and dee pens mind , and lends to se lf-knowledge, se lf-control. and 
se lf- respect; in short, to character. The teacher {>ecomes a guide 
and a fellow student; he is no longer a driver, n 1r a policeman 
nor a potential opponent and prnsecutor. 'l' eac:1er and student 
become co-workers in a great :uh·entu,·e. 1he sea rch for 
trnth ... " 
A student in the same department had thi i, lo sa~·: "l studied 
Engl ish at two other co ll eges and did not like 
desc ,·ip tion ol' Hollins College is rea ll y an ex-
planation of' lhC' conference plan . I .. I 'l'i.da of / /u• lfo// in.~ rc1111 1111.~ . 
it. H ere. at llollins. I not only learned to 
love it. hut to wish to wri te il "" at least better 
understand the fiction ol' all 1,ations ... I will 
he proud to ack11 owleclge llo li ns as my alma 
mater for it is a co ll ege that will rank among 
the first. and its gradua tes ,, ill amount to 
srnnething . . " 
\\ ' hen President H oll started on his plan 
to build the id ea l college he realized that heau-
tifully-lanclseaped ground s and fin e buildings 
were el'cnlually necessar~· hut he knew that 
the lhing of primary importance was grcal 
tead1e1·s. Holli ns has asse111hled a faculty of 
men and women who are nol only distin-
g uished for lhc i1· training and inlclleel1rnl 
ahilit~-. hul fo r their pcrsonalil~- as we ll. ll 
was rea lized lh!'n that a new method of leach-
i11g was necessar~· . A co ll ege educa tion shou ld 
he a joint a,h en lure where a student wo11lcl 
t'ra11kl~- seek lo leam all he could with the 
teacher au cager and l'ri endl.1· helper. 1-\ 
write r in Co1.1 rn Hs hns recent!~- said lhal Lhe 
tes t of lrne cd11calion is nol whal lhc sehool-
ing does for lh,- sl11de11t hut whal Lh c student 
does for him,df'. \\' ilh this in mind lhc 
co11ferc11ce plan was adopted. 
. I rr11111>11-~ 1.·ioc of / ,(i/•f' l 'fra i11ia. 
lht>fir11t 1111it i11 
,,1<1 11. 
Oia11t Jl in fll 1i /1(1th ti, {! (.'(fll// }/1/1. 
6 .. I t•ifw of IIH• r<1111p 11 :t fro m J.,ake 
1· ;rt1i11 h1. 
'/'111· N 11 frri/ ho.en of f/,p Jt,·11wr ir,/ 
ll'o fk of ,..,nm. 
K Tl, , 111111u- ro11/I /al.tit;,, ll 'i11l1·r !'ark 
mid lo /hf' r1•rrrnti111rnf forilitieit of 
Uolli1111. 
r,. Th , . 111imflt(( I .lh11<r.::.int ix"" t1111w flf 
fu,l11rt• <l11ri11 !1 l-'111111d1r11' ll"N1k, 
ll, hc1111 1·/a.~,,L~ /11 mid-n.•itif<r. 
H ollins places emphasis 11 xm the de,·elop-
me11t of' the individ 11al and 1e student earl~-
comes to fee l that the Col il : e wants to put 
itself nt his disposal rather h:rn to put him 
thrnugh a course of intellec ' 11a l sprouts. 
Life 011 the Rollins c:1111 pus is simple. 
There is a spi,·it nf tl'll e democrac~·- Rollins 
is neither a rich man 's college nor a poor 
man's. It is a cosmopolit an institution where 
o,·er thirh· states and a dozen f'o reign coun-
tri es are ,:epresentccl in the student body. 
l ' ndcr lhe eonfercnce plan lhe slud enl neither listens to a 
lel'lure h~- lhe in ,lruclor nor is suhmiltecl lo lhe recitation trial. 
hul st udies a111 l works in the compan~· of lhc professo r and 
progresses in the cou,·se as l'asl as he dcsi ,·cs. 
\Vith its hea11til'ul localion in a )·ear-round 
outdoor climate in the high lake region of 
Florida. R ollins is lhe opl'11-air co llege of 
America. Classes . c,·en. arc held out ot' doors and every sport 
is played in the open air. There are no cold winters and the 
students a rc heH lth,·. Even· st ucl cnl is cx peded to lea rn to 
S\\'im and lo lake p;trt in so,;1e outdoor exe rcise throughout hi s 
col lt•o·e eou rse l 11 addition to lea rning lhe subject studied stud ents at R ol-
lins gain i11t ,,Jligc11ec. lh l'// lc-111·11 lo thi11!.. \\' hen all is said and 
done lhc mai11 f'u11clion o t' a co ll ege is lo hcl p lhe students lo 
become inlelligcnl. A llollins sludcnl has said lhal for the 
f-irsl lim · i11 his scho lastic life he had '' hcg1111 lo think." H erc 
lhc sludenl is ,·ncmn·aged lo lhink for himself' and awak e to the 
1\llhougl; ;he o ldest co llege in the State of Florida. ante-
dating c1·cn lhc stale university. Hollins is in sp irit. still young. 
Ilanlworkiug and ambitious students and fa c11lly are working 
together in an ,uh·enture which is. a lread )·· i11f111enci11g present-
clay methods in higher education. 
Fo1· Catalog and Olhe,· l11f'ormatio11 Aclclrcss D c1111 ll ' i11sluw S . A11dcrso11 
llo1.1.1xs Co1.1.EGE, \\' 1xTEH P ,\lrn , F1.0H111., 
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Bestows la1y Dagraas 
In Rollins Collage 
Commancema 
President Hamilton Holt, of Rol-
lins collegi., pr..,sented degrees to 
the graduating class yesterday at 
the forty-third annual commence-
ment of the institution in Winter 
Park. Two honorary degrees were 
conferred at the exercises, doctor 
of 1:~erature on Myron Thoma 
Pritchard. and doctor of science on 
Lewis Marvin Drake, both promi-
nent Florida citizens. 
The commencement address was 
given by Dr. Kerrison Juniper 
pastor of the First Congregational 
church of St. Petersburg. Hi 
subject was "Wanted, a Man.'' 
GIVEN MEDALLIO S. 
1\vo Rollins students in the 
graduating classes were presented 
Sullivan medallions, an honorary 
award sponsored by the Southern 
ociety of the City of New York. 
hey ere Miss Martha Younr 
athi . Panama City, and Leor 
ard Dudley Seaver, Waterbur. 
Conn. 
Rollins is one of the few 
leges in the country entitled 
give the medallion awards, w 
-cus-n:ge--gin nvaau , .1. Cl"ffCUU 3 U 
the Algernon Sydney Sullivan 
madallion, the first one to be be-
stowed upon a woman graduating 
from this institution. 
"May the love and admiration of 
the sons and daughters of Rollins 
college ,which this medallion sym-
bolizes, be a source of satisfaction 
and inspiration to you all the days 
of your life." 
"Leonard Dudley eaver, 
"Not for your achievements as 
an all-round Rollins man, whether 
as student or athlete, not for your 
selection and election by the suf-
frage of those who know you best 
to the highest office within the 
gift of your class, but for your 
modesty of mien, your integrity of 
character, your faithfulness in the 
discharge of your duties whether 
as a student in the classroom or a 
orker on a job, in fine for the 
mple _you h t herQ of 
a troe ltollin man snould do an 
be I award you the Algernon Syd-
ney Sl,Jlivah medallion, the first 
one to be bestowed upon a man 
~tin from this institut ion. 
" the lov and admiration of 
e and daughters of Rollin 
ll bis medallion 8 
rce of satis 
MONDAY, FEBRU,µtY 24 
9:30 A. M.-Academic Procession forms at Car-
negie Hall; Professor Edward F. Weinberg 
in charge. 
10:00 A. M.-Convocation and Conferring of 
Honorary Degrees; Address by Dr. George 
Morgan Ward, President Emeritus; Rol-
lins Campus; President Holt in charge. 
4:00 TO 6:00 P. M.-Rollins Key Society Tea 
in Honor of Distinguished Visitors; Li-
brary, Carnegie Hall; Miss Aurora Mc-
Kay in charge. 
9:00 P. M.-Reception by the Society of the 
Allied Arts in Honor of Distinguished 
Guests; Woman's Club; Miss Grace Ed-
wards in charge. 
TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 25 
8:00 P. M.-Tuesday Evening Lecture by Dr. 
William Lyon Phelps; Congregational 
Church; Dr. Campbell in charge. 
THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 27 
8: 15 P. M.-Concert by Winter Park Symphony 
Orchestra; Recreation Hall; Miss Mary L. 
Leonard in charge. (Admission, $1.00). 
FOUNDERS' WEEK COMMITTEE 
WINSLOW S. ANDERSON, General Chairman 
ERVIN T. BROWN 
ALFRED J. HANNA 
DOROTHEA THOMAS 
CLARENCE C. NicE 
EDWARD F. WEINBERG 
LmA WooDs 
MADAME MAURICE E. H. RoTIVAL 
HAMILTON HoLT, ex officio 
~~I ~~~II ~nrll!-5ttorul !umua;□1.=:lrr=~~2]~ 
illonuncnrc1mmt ~xcr.ciscs 
!lttllitts Qittlfo!J~ 
~inur Jlarh, JJflorwa 
1927 
PROGRAM FOR FOUNDERS' WEEK 
FEBRUARY 19 TO FEBRUARY 25, 1930 
WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 19 
10:00 A. M.-Meeting of the Board of Trustees; 
Carnegie Hall; President Hamilton Holt 
in charge. 
THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 20 
3 :30 P. M.-Presentation of Portraits of Dr. 
William R. O'Neal and the late Mr. 
and Mrs. F. B. Knowles; Library, Car-
negie Hall; Dr. Edwin 0. Grover in charge. 
8 :30 P. M.-Dramatic Production: "Enter Ma-
dame,n Gilda Varesi and Dolly Byrne; 
Recreation Hall; Miss Dorothea Thomas 
in charge. (All seats reserved: $1.00, 75c, 
50c). 
FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 21 
9:00 A. M.-Registration of Returning Alumni; 
Carnegie Hall; Miss Katharine Lewis in 
charge. 
10:00 A. M.-Adjourned meeting of the Board of 
· Trustees (if necessary); Carnegie Hall; 
President Holt in charge. 
12 :00 NOON-Thirty-sixth Anniversary Luncheon 
of The Rollins Sandspur; Green Gables 
Tea Room; Professor Willard Wattles in 
charge. 
3 :30 P. M.-Musical Program jn Memory of 
Edward A. MacDowell, followed by an in-
formal reception to the Founders' Week 
visitors; Woman's Club; Mrs. A. E. Dick 
in charge. 
6:00 P. M.-Class, .Fraternity, Sorority and 
other Group Reunions. 
8 :00 P. M.-Meeting of the Phi Beta Kappa 
Association of Central Flo,rida; Virgil 
Commemoration; Speaker: Dr. Helen 
Wieand Cole, Professor of Greek and Ro-
man Civilizations at Rollins College; As-
sembly Room, Knowles Hall; Dean Wins-
low S. Anderson in charge. (Members of 
the Rollins Key Society will be special 
guests at this meeting and the public is 
invited). 
SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 22 
9 :00 A. M.-Registration of Returning Alumni; 
Carnegie Hall; Miss Lewis in charge. 
9:00 A. M.-Alumni Golf Tournaments; Men at 
Sanlando Country Club, Women at Petite 
Country Club; Mr. F. H. Ward in charge. 
12:00 NOON-Thirty-second Annual Meeting of 
the Rollins College Alumni Association; 
College Dining Hall; Mr. Rex Beach in 
charge. 
1 :00 P. M.-Annual Alumni Luncheon; Mr. 
Charles A. Noone, toastmaster; College 
Dining Hall; Mrs. David E. Fishback in 
charge. 
3 :30 P. M.-Concert by Winter Park Symphony 
Orchestra; Brewer Estate; Mayor F. W. 
Cady in charge. 
8:00 P. M.-Civic Celebration and Parade; Mr. 
L. A. Wood in charge. 
8:30 P. M.-Annual Civic Reception and Dance; 
Woman's Club; Mayor Cady in charge; 
Town and Gown Invited. 
SUNDAY, FEBRUARY 23 
Day of Prayer for Colleges 
11 :00 A. M.-Services at local churches. 
3 :00 P. M.-Animated Magazine; Rollins Cam-
pus; President Holt in charge. 
8:00 P. M.-Union Service of Rollins College 
and local Churches; Dr. Burris A. Jenkins, 
pastor of the Linwood Christian Church, 
Kansas City, Missouri, preacher; Recrea-
tion Hall; Dr. Charles A. Campbell in 
charge. 
~ --,; ---- -· 
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C □ C 
co TGREGATIO AL CHURCH 
FRIDAY MoRNING, the THIRD DAY of JuNE 
NI ETEE HU DRED T"\,VE TY- EVE 
TEN o'cLOCK 
C C C 
PROCESSIONAL, March from Tannhauser Wagner 
INvocATIO -Dr. James B. Thomas 
SoLO-Romance Wieniawsky 
GRETCHE Cox, Violinist 
ADDRESS-Dr. Ludd ~ ti. Spivey, 
President of Southern College 
INTERLUDE-Organ Solo 
CONFERRING OF DEGREES A D DIPLOMAS 
BENEDICTION-Dr. Clarence A. Vincent 
RECESSIONAL-] ubilate Deo . Silver 
Herman F. Siewert at the Organ 
c a a 
Master of Science Degree 
Bernice Shor 
c D a 
Bachelor of Arts Degree 
Averyl Blaine Anderson 
Miriam Violet Boyd 
Harold Kenneth Daniels 
Jeannette Watts Dickson 
J. Evelyn Dula 
*Mildred Margaret McConnel 
* Althea Irma Miller 
Carolyn Eleanor Mitchell 
Herbert Spencer Mosher, Jr. 
Anna Van Nest 
Wilhelmina Freeman Greene Estelle Mae Pipkorn 
Beatrice Jones Eugenia W. Tuttle 
Katherine Lewis 
C C □ 
Bachelor of Science 
Dorothy Anita Cosby Alice Regina Portner 
(*) Will complete work dut·ing summer and receive diploma later. 
FORTY-THIRD ANNUAL 
Commencement Exercises 
ROLLINS COLLEGE 
• 
WINTER PARK, FLORIDA 
I 9 Z 8 
COMMENCEMENT EXERCISES 
Cc::J C 
CONGREGATIONAL CHURCH 
FRIDAY MoRNING, the EIGHTH DAY of JuNE 
NINETEEN HUNDRED TWENTY-EIGHT 
NINE-THIRTY O'CLOCK 
C c::J C 
Processional-Prelude to St. Franciscus 
Frederick S. Andrews presiding at the organ 
Tine/ 
Invocation Rev. William V. Meredith 
Violin Solo-Nocturn No. 2 Chopin-Sara1ate 
Miss Gretchen Cox 
Address-"Wanted, a Man'' Dr. Kerrison Juniper 
Interlude-Variations Thiele 
Conferring of Degrees and Diplomas President Hamilton Holt 
Awarding of the Algernon Sidney Sullivan Medallion 
Conferring of Honorary Degrees 
Benediction 
Recessional-Festival March 
Dr. J. Blanton Belk 
H. W. Parker 
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES AND 
DIPLOMAS 
Bachelor of Arts Degree 
Peter Babich 
Annie Rubena Campbell 
Claud; C. Couch 
Julia Lucretia Fariss, cum /audt 
Louise Ferguson, cum /aude 
Georgia Mila Gary* 
Isabel Cameron Green 
Lucy Harris 
Paul Hilliard 
George William Hohanness 
Sarah Louise Holland 
Katherin Hosmer 
Freda S. Kuebler 
Austin Leonard Lacey, cum /aude 
Robert Lee La Martin 
Beatrice Louise Larsen 
Donald Brenham McKay, Jr. 
Florence Geraldine McKay 
Martha Young Mathis 
Albert W. Newton 
James 0. Newton 
Lucille Escher Pipkorn 
Dorothea Forbes Reece 
Hazel Sawyer 
Barbara Sheffield, cum /aude 
Gertrude Olive Ward 
Edna May Wells 
Florence Emily Whitmore 
Gladys W. Wilkinson 
Charles C. Zehler 
Bachelor of Science Degree 
Herbert 0. Barber 
Allen Elwood Bartlett* 
Philip Biddle Cadman 
Mancel T. Lawrence 
Ralph Henry Marlowe* 
Philip Culloden Reece 
Leonard Dudley Seaver 
Mildred Mae Stagg 
Carl Frederick Warner 
W. Elbert Winderweedle 
(• Will complete 'work during summer and receive diploma later.) 
Bachelor of Music Degree 
Mary Elizabeth Atkisson Frances Elizabeth Vallette 
Certificate of Public School Music 
Catherine F. Adams 
Master of Arts Degree 
May E. Bullock 
Honorary 'Degrees 
Lewis Marvin Drake 
Myron Thomas Pritchard • 
• Doctor of Science 
. Doctor of Literature 
FORTY-FOURTH ANNUAL 
Commencement Exercises 
ROLLINS COLLEGE 
WINTER PARK, FLORIDA 
I 9 2 9 
COMMENCEMENT EXERCISES 
0 c::J C 
CONGREGATIONAL CHURCH 
WEDNESDAY MORNING, the FIFTH DAY of JuNE 
NINETEEN HUNDRED TWENTY-NINE 
TEN O'CLOCK 
Cc:JD 
Processional: March from "Aida" 
Herman F. Siewert presiding at the organ 
The audience is asked to rise as the academic procession enters the 
church and to remain standing until tbe President is seated 
Verdi 
Invocation The Reverend Michael Fox, S. J. 
Music: Spanish Serenade 'Borodin 
Conservatory Faculty String Quartette 
Miss Gretchen Cox, Mr. Harve Clemens, 
Miss Helen Warner, Mr. Rudolph Fisher 
Address: "The Charm of Living" 
Dr. Charles Atwood Campbell 
Interlude: Romance Shi/le 
Awarding of Honors and Prizes 
Conferring of Degrees: President Hamilton Holt 
Awarding of the Algernon Sidney Sullivan Medallions 
Conferring of Honorary Degrees 
Benediction: Reverend George H. Badger 
Recessional: March from "Le P~ophet" Meyerbeer 
During the recessional the audience is asked to rise and to remain 
standing until the procession has left the church 
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES 
~ache/or of ~rts Vegree 
Frank Sterry Abbott 
James Elwood Bartlett, Jr. 
Nancy Knox Brown 
Robert Amos Burhans 
Philip Harry Cummings 
William Murrah Davis, Jr. 
William Bacon Evans 
Mary Virginia Fisher 
Russell Lewis Fuller 
Elroy Ray Goodell 
Evelyn Hughey Green 
Richard Hayward 
Harrie Abijah James, Jr. 
Wilbur Ferguson Jennings 
Leon Johnson Laney* 
Lucille Borden Langston 
Virginia Cherry Lawrence 
Rodman John Lehman, cum faude 
Anne Elizabeth Lupton 
Luella Vivian Lyle 
Howard Aubrey McDonald 
Dorothy Primrose McMakin 
Adolf Mertl 
Virginia Irene Mitchell 
Mabel Wood Mousselet 
Anna Bowyer Race 
Elisabeth Rhedey kisrcdci 
Ernst Arnold Upmeyer, Jr. 
Mary Elizabeth Veasey 
Ling Nyi Vee 
Lois Bartlett Walker 
Phyllis Harlene Walter 
Ruth Emma Ward, cum faude 
Albert John Warner 
Donald Powers White 
Ernest Zoller 
~ache/or of Science Vegree 
Katherine Iverne Galloway 
Mary Ellen Hall 
Hollis Carlyle Ingram 
Ione Frances Pope 
Ross Edward Robertson, 
magna cum laude 
Sidney Brewster Stoneburn* 
(• Will complete 'work dul'ing summer and receive diploma later) 
Bachelor of Music Degree 
Mabel Alvera Barbor Anna Margaret James 
Hazel Darlington Yarbrough 
Master of Arts Degree 
Rannic Belle Baker Elio Gianturco 
Maxwell William McRoberts 
Honorary Degrees 
Harry Jewett Jeschke 
Rosalie Slaughter Morton 
□ CJ □ 
. Doctor of Humanities 
Doctor of Humanities 
HoNORS AND PRIZES 
Norris Athletic Trophy 
Elroy Ray Goodell 
Flossie Hill Short Story Prize 
Phyrne Squier 
Howard Fox Literature Prize 
John Cummins • 
Class 'Day Exercises 
OF THE 
Class ef '28 
Rollins College, Winter Park, Florida 
Monday Morning, June 4, 1928 
KNOWLES HALL 
10:00 O'CLOCK 
c:::::J 
PRO(}RAM 
Master of Ceremonies 
Marsballs 
Paul Hilliard 
Ernest Zoller, Frank S. Abbott 
Cl 
Processional-"March" from '•Athalie" 
Lela Niles 
A Word of Welcome 
Class History 
Class Will 
President of Class of '2.8 
Piano Solo-'' Sea Piece'' . 
Frances Vallette 
Mendeluohn 
Leonard D. Seaver 
Claude C. Couch 
Martha Mathis 
McDowell 
{ 
Leonard D. Seaver, Albert Newton 
Presentation of Class Gifts Paul Hilliard 
Presentation of Phi Omega Economics Prize Prof. Glen E. Carlson 
{ 
Gladys Wilkinson, Annie Campbell 
Class Prophecy Katherin Hosmer, Austin Lacey 
Alma Mater, 1ung by Senion and Student Body 
Recessional-"Grand Chorus" D11boi1 
Lela Niles 
c:::::J 
CLASS OFFICERS 
Leonard D. Seaver, Pre1ident 
Frances Vallette, Secretary 
Martha Mathis, /7ice Prnident 
Carl F. Warner, Treasurer 
CLASS DAY COMMITTEE 
Paul Hilliard, Chairman Martha Mathis 
Austin Lacey 
Gladys Wilkinson 
Frank Sterry Abbott, Preiident Virginia Cherry Lawrence, Secretary 
Mary Ellen Hall, /7ice Preiident Ione Frances Pope, Treasurer 
CLASS DAY COMMITTEE 
Frank Sterry Abbott, Chairman Virginia Cherry Lawrence 
Elroy Ray Goodell Rodman John Lehman Mary Ellen Hall 
• 
Final Program 
of 
Institute of Statesmanship 
Held Under the v1 uspices of 
ROLLINS COLLEGE 
w INTER PARK, FLORIDA 
SECOND ANNUAL SESSION 
January 6 to 11, 1930 . 
Class Vay Exercises 
OF THE 
Class of" I929 
Rollins College, Winter Park, Florida 
Monday Morning, June 3, I 929 
KNOWLES HALL 
TEN O'CLOCK 
c::::==:J 
'PRO(]RAM 
Master of Ceremonies 
Marshals 
Frank Sterry Abbott 
Chester Ihrig, Cloyde Russell 
Processional: March from "Aida" 
Emelie Sellers 
A Word of Welcome: Frank Sterry Abbott 
Verdi 
President of the Glau of I929 
Class History: Elroy Ray Goodell 
Class Will: Mary Ellen Hall 
Piano Solo: Dance • 
Mable Alvera Barbor 
Presentation of Class Gift: Rodman John Lehman 
Presentation of Gamma Phi Beta Economics Prize: 
'i3rahm1 
Dean Winslow S. Anderson 
Class Poem: Virginia Cherry Lawrence 
Alma Mater, sung by Senion and Student Body 
Recessional: Pomp and Circumstance 
Emelie Sellers 
c::=:::::J 
CLASS OFFICERS 
Elgar 
Frank Sterry Abbott, President Virginia Cherry Lawrence, Secretary 
Mary Ellen Hall, Vice President Ione Frances Pope, Treasurer 
CLASS DAY COMMITTEE 
Frank Sterry Abbott, Chairman Virginia Cherry Lawrence 
Elroy Ray Goodell Rodman John Lehman Mary Ellen Hall 
• 
Final Program 
of 
Institute of Statesmanship 
Held Under the v1 uspices of 
ROLLINS COLLEGE 
WINTER PARK, FLORIDA 
SECOND ANNUAL SESSION 
January 6 to 11, I 930 
GENERAL INFORMATION 
The Aim of the Institute 
T HE founding of the Institute of Statesmanship has been made possible through the generosity of former Congress-man Cornelius A. Pugsley of Peekskill, New York. The 
entire program of its second annual session is devoted to a consider-
ation of various aspects of the theme, "The Formation of Public 
Opinion." Each subsequent session will probably be devoted to 
one large topic of national concern which involves a wide range of 
interests. 
The aim of the Institute of Statesmanship is to bring together 
men and women from various walks of life who can discuss serious 
problems in a constructive manner. Its meetings will serve to stim-
ulate and direct the growing public interest in broad questions of 
national and international policy. And they will provide a forum 
for an interchange of opinion which should do much to forward the 
solution of the public problems under discussion. Opportunity for 
attendance is available to undergraduates as well as to adults. 
Membership 
A cordial invitation to membership in the Institute is extended 
to men and women whose interest and experience enable them to 
contribute to, and profit from, the Conferences. 
Active members will be assigned to Conference Groups to whose 
discussions they can most fruitfully contribute. 
Associate membership will be extended to those who wish to at-
tend the sessions of the Institute, but who do not desire to be called 
upon to participate actively in the discussion. 
A registration fee of $10 is charged each member and delegate, 
both active and associate, which fee entitles him to attend all ses-
sions of the Institute. 
Student memberships, will be available to highly qualified stu-
dents from Rollins and nighboring colleges, which will entitle 
holders to attend General Conference sessions and the Conference 
groups to which they may be assigned. A fee of $LOO will be 
charged for this membership. 
[2] 
Upon Arrival 
Members of the Institute and invited guests should proceed di-
rectly upon arrival in Winter Park, to the office of the Registrar, 
which will be in Carnegie Hall. They may there arrange their regis-
tration fees, if they have not previously done so, and receive mail, 
messages, special invitations, a copy of the final program, and 
other information. 
The Hotel Alabama, Seminole Hotel and Virginia Inn, all of 
Winter Park, are cooperating with Rollins College in providing 
hospitality for the principal speakers, and are also providing spec-
ial rates for members of the Institute. 
Through the courtesy of Director Clarence C. Nice of the Rol-
lins Covnservatory of Music, stringed music will be played each 
evening in Recreation Hall preceding the address. 
SCHEDULE OF SESSIONS 
Monday, January 6 
8 :15 P. M. Evening Addresses. 
Address of _Welcome-President Hamilton Holt of Rollins College, 
Chairman of the Institute. 
THE MAKING OF PUBLIC OPINION IN POLITICAL CAMPAIGNS, F. 
Stuart Crawford, New York Herald-Tribune. 
RECREATION HALL, ROLLINS COLLEGE 
Tuesday, January 7 
9 A. M. Conference Group. Current Developments in the Press. 
Hon. Victor Rosewater, :ehiladelphia. 
SPARRELL 766 
9 A. M. Conference Group. How Public Opinion is Made. Pro-
fessor Harold R. Bruce, Dartmouth College. 
AssEMBLY RooM. WoMAN's CLUB 
9 A. M. Conference G'roup. Efforts to Control Public Opinion: 
Propaganda. Professor Clyde L. King, University of Penn-
sylvania. LYMAN 304 
(3) 
11 A. M. General Conference. Can Public Opinion Influence Pros-
perity? Norman Lombard, Executive Vice-President Stable 
Money Association; Ivy Lee of New York City; Chester D. 
Pugsley, Vice President, Westchester County Bank, Peeks-
kill, N. Y.; and others. 
AssEMBLY RooM. W OMAN:,s CLUB 
4:30 P. M. Reception to Members of the Institute and friends at 
home of President and Mrs. Holt, 535 Interlachen Avenue. 
8 :15 P. M. Evening Addresses. Theme-THE EDITOR AND H1s 
PuBLic. George Fort Milton, Chattanooga News; Carlton K. 
Matson, Cleveland Press. 
RECREATION HALL, ROLLINS COLLEGE 
Wednesday, January 8 
9 A. M. Conference GrO'Up. Psychology of Public Opinion. Pro-
fessor Harold D. Lasswell, University of Chicago. 
LYMAN 304 
9 A. M. Conference Group. Public Opinion and the Control of Po-
litical Processes. Professor Lindsay Rogers, Columbia Uni-
versity. AssEMBLY RooM. WOMAN'S CLUB 
9 A. M. Conference Group. The Role of the Movie in Public 
Opinion. , THE PARISH HousE 
11 A. M. General Conference. Public Opinion, the Press and 
Latin American Relations. Dr. Albert Shaw, Review of Re-
views; Dr. Ernest Gruening, Portland News,; Dr. Vicente A. 
Belaunde, University of Miami; and others. 
AssEMBLY RooM. WoMAN's CLUB 
4:00 P. M. Tea to Members of the Institute at the homes of .Mrs. 
L. J. Hackney and Mrs. A. B. MacCaughey, Cloister Grove, 
Alabama Drive. 
8 :15 P. M. Evening Address.es. 
WHo's TALKING?-RE THE PowER PROPAGANDA, Judson King, 
Washington, D. C. 
[4] 
Thursday, January 9 
9 A. M. Conference Group. Current Developments in the Press, 
Hon. Victor Rosewater. 
SPARRELL 766 
9 A. M. Conference G'roup. How Public Opinion is Made. Pro-
fessor Bruce. 
AssEMBL Y RooM. WOMAN'S CLUB 
9 A. M. Conference Group. Efforts to Control Public Opinion: 
Propaganda. Professor King. 
LYMAN 304 
11 A. M. General Conference. Public Utilities and Public Opin-
ion. Judson King, National Popular Government League; Dr. 
Ernest Gruening; and others. 
AssEMBLY RooM. W OMAN's CLUB 
3 :00 P. M. The Little Theatre Workshop presents "The Slave 
with Two Faces" and "The Constant Lover" to the Members 
of the Institute, through the courtesy of the Misses Wing at 
The Anchorage, Palmer Avenue. 
8 :15 P. M. Evening Addresses. 
BoLSHEVIST PROPAGANDA AT HoME AND ABROAD. Victor A. Knauth, 
of Keen, Simons and Knauth, Public Relations Counsellors, 
New York City. · 
CooPERATION OF REACTIONARY AND RADICAL PROPAGANDAS, William 
English Walling, author, American Labor and American 
Democracy. 
RECREATION HALL, RoLLINS CoLLEGE 
Friday, January 10 
9 A. M. Conference Group. Public Opinion and Control of Po-
litical Processes. Professor Rogers. 
AssEMBLY RooM. W OMAN's CLUB 
9 A. M. Conference Group. Censorship. Professor Kimball Young, 
University of Wisconsin. LYMAN 304 
[ 5] 
11 A. M. General Conference. THE CoNTROL OF PROPAGANDA. 
Professor King; Edward L. Bernays, Public Relations Coun-
sel; and others. 
AssEMBLY RooM. WoMAN's CLUB 
8 :00 P. M. Arbor Day ceremonies under auspices of the Woman's 
Club and the Garden Club of Winter Park. West Park Avenue. 
8 :15 P. M. Evening Addresses. Theme-THE RADIO AND PuBLIC 
OPINION. 
H. V. Kaltenborn, Associate Editor, The Brooklyn Eagle. 
Judge Ira E. Robinson, Chairman, Federal Radio Commission. 
Captain S. C. Hooper, Division of Communications, Navy 
Department. 
Saturday, January 11 
9 A. M. Conference Group. Current Developments in the Press. 
Hon. Victor Rosewater. 
SPARRELL 766 
9 A. M. Conference Group. How Public Opinion is Made. Pro-
fessor Bruce. 
AssEMBLY RooM. WoMAN's CLUB 
9 A. M. Conference Group. Efforts to Control Public Opinion. 
Professor King. LYMAN 304 
11 A. M. General Conference. WHAT SHOULD BE THE RELATION 
OF THE PRESS TO FOREIGN PoLICY? Oswald Garrison Villard 
The Nation; Professor Philip Marshall Brown, Princeton Uni-
versity; H. V. Kaltenborn, Brooklyn Eagle. 
AssEMBLY RooM. WOMAN'S CLUB 
1 P. M. Luncheon Conference. Summing up. Discussion led by 
Hamilton Holt, Cornelius A. Pugsley, James Kerney, and 
others. ( Subscription $1.50. Reservations will be made through 
the Registrar until Friday night; Saturday morning reserva-
tions should be made directly with the hotel office.) 
VIRGINIA INN 
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OTHER PARTICIPANTS 
No attempt has been made to schedule upon this program all of the persons who will participate actively in the discussions of various conference groups. Among others taking part in 
the Institute are: 
John Martin, League of Nations Association, New York City; 
Dr. William Sheafe Chase, Brooklyn, N. Y.; 
Dr. Dexter Keezer, BALTIMORE SuN; 
Dr. Frederick Lynch, Church Peace League; 
Ray Stannard Baker, Amherst, MasJ.; 
Karl A. Bickel, UNITED PREss; 
Julian Harris, CoLUMBus ENQUIRER-SUN; 
John B. Andrews, Association for American Labor Legislation; 
Dr. E. Pendleton Herring, Harvard University; 
Dean Walter J. Shepard, 0 hio State University; 
Herbert Bayard Swope, New York City; 
Dr. Charles F. Thwing, Cleveland, Ohio,; 
Miss Harriet W. Elliott, National League of Women Voters; 
F. B. Stoneman, Editor, THE MIAMI HERALD; 
Dr. Herbert E. Wright, President of Drew Seminary, Carmel, 
N. Y.; 
Col. Walter P. Corbett, Froistproof, Florida; 
Dr. Helen Wieand Cole, American Associatioo of University Wo-
men; 
Col. George C. McMaster, National Security League; 
Willis J. Abbot, CHRISTIAN ScrnNcE MoN1ToR; 
Ida Clyde Clark, former associate editor PICTORIAL REVIEW; 
James Kerney, editor TRENTON TIMES; 
Hon. Carl E. Milliken, former Governor of Maine; 
Sidney C. Brown, Collector of Customs, Tampa, Florida; 
Dean Walter J. Matherly, University of Florida; 
Dr. Charles W. Dabney, former Presµl,ent University Cincinnati; 
Florence Kelley, Secretary, National Consumer's League. 
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